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Because LIMA
locos and rolling stock work on most HO'OO ra DC systems

New to Britain, but highly successful in Europe and throughout the world, LIMA HO locomotives, rolling

stock and rail systems are moderately priced, but of excellent quality. Lima locomotives are powered

motors using a full circle magnet and have tremendous pulling power. Driving wheels have tyre rings for

extra adhesion. The comprehensive range consists most continental systems, German, French and

Italian; famous express trains commercial goods wagons, wagon-lits, they're all here in beautifully moulded

detail. All LIMA wheels are lathe-turned metal on insulated steel axies and locomotives and rolling stock

are available with either Marklin or Fleischmann couplings.

LIMA locomotives and rolling stock will run on most HO OO 2-rail DC systems.

Because LIMA means QUALITY in the medium price bracket

ilt an international reputation

thoroughly tested for

all models are backed up with spares and a full range of accessories.
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH THE R.A.F.
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Airspeed Indicator

Horizon director indicator

Altimeter

Mac h mater

Course deviation indicator

Vertical speed indicator

Turn and slip indicator

ADF Indicator

RPM Indicators

Slat position indicators

Flap position indicators

Undercarriage selector lever

Aileron trim indicator

Tacan indicator

Wheel-brake pressure gauges
Auio-pllol Mm indicators

Tail trim levers

Speed-brake lever

Throttles

Flap slat levers

Pilot's intercom, control panels
Auto-throttles control panel
Auto-pllot control panel
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liven in 13, you could make a start in

the Air Training Corps, You f
d get lots

of fun and thrills, and it would be a
SXCM help in joining the RAT, later.
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From 151 to i 7

1

1 you could join as an
apprentice. These boys are on a 2-year
electronics course. And they get plenty
of sport and udventure lool
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From 17)
as a trade
O-Levels,

an officer.

onwards, you could come m
trainee, or with 5 acceptable
you could start training as

This is the cabin of a VCio movement of the control moves and tilts on a travel-

never leave column—or you can switch

ground. But it will fly any- to automatic pilot. As you controls

lin£ rig which follows the

will land at any throttle back to land

canairport.

sea at zoo mph
then take oflfaeainl

into
,
you

lower a non-existent under-
carriage with a soft thud,

and then you hear

R.A.F.'s new sound of the wind rushing

simulator

cabin. The crew can
off from Brize Norton, fly

to any parr of the world and

I Royal Air Forcel

VCio flight simulator through von touch

land
-

leavin y.

made
ground

;

even

new

Send this coupon Tor your free copy of the
colour leaflet "The R.A.F.— it s Supersonic".
It tells you more about the R.A.F.—and it

opens up into a super wall chart for your bed-
room too!

most advanced in Britain, down, you get the authentic simulator techniques.

Packed with intricate hy- jolt of a real plane, and the The R.A.F. has all kinds
dMiMHi

draulic, electrical and dec ruinble ofthe wheels on the of revolutionary new equip ess

ironic engineering. Outside, tarmac. And it gives aircrew ment. And more is con-
urn i i i i inn

it is simply the first 15 feet

of the nose of a VCio. In-

side, you can't tell it from
the real thing. It is used to

train air-crew

VCio's
Command.

experience in emergencies
that would be impossible

any other way. After

who*d bring a real VCio

j coming . . . new air-

craft, computers, radar sys-

tems, electronic test gear,

fire fighting equipment,
down into the sea just for even new filing systems. To

'iHhiiiiiiiiiiiiii')—

iM-l-i-t l-IIVM 111*111 Age hAd&hHBI • E

Support experience ? operate it and service it all Send coupon now to

reproduce every

The small picture shows needs dozens of different

essential part skill And
manoeuvre and every haz- simulator. A relief model of R.A.F. provides

them,

VCio likely

encounter. Turbulence, where
Brize Norton areit.

simulator

pitching, rolling, with

first

full-time training.

youVc interested in aircraft

R.A.F". Careers Information Service

(703YA1), Victory I louse,

Kings way, London. W.C.2.

most anvthing can
airfield complete and technology, the R.A.F.

with landing lights in the might be the life for you
1 1 m ji^

arranged I It answers every centre. A colour TV camera one day. Think about it.
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The

JAGUAR

Get Webley Jaguar

into your shoulder and get

the feel of your first real rifle

Yes, the barrel is machine-

rifled supreme accuracy

Webley have used all their

and experience to make the

Jaguar air-rifle safe to use, and a pleasure to look at.

You'll be the envy of your friends I

The kit means you can start shooting straight away.

The box contains the .177 Calibre Jaguar Air Rifle;

Target Koiaer; Target Cards; 500 .177 Pellets;

12 .177 Darts; Oil in Plastic Container.
i

Complete kit. Price £7,4.6.

Webley is one of the world's great names in gun

You'll see others, but none to compare with the real

rifle quality- of

Webley

!

Webley ma
Air

Make sure then, you get

ke a

Why not

range of Asr Pistols and

for me fascinating leaflet

with 4d. stamp, please I Address is below.

For Maximum Marksmanship — Ask foi

Webley 4x15 magnification Sight and

sure to use Webley pellets to win a

Marksman's badge.

Webley & Scoct Ltd W. W. Greener Ltd), Dept MM/2/AW7
Park La Handsworth, Birmineh 21 Te 02 1 -553 3952

Why not try your hand at kites l For iust a few pence you can

make a small box kite from Solarbo Balsa strip, plus some tissue

for the end panels. Fly on a cotton line. Or for a bigger kite,

try the hexagonal type (bottom photo). Again Solarbo Balsa

strip makes the main members, pinned together at the centre.

Fit a thread outline and cover with model aircraft tissue . « „

but don't forget a kite of this shape needs a tail. It's wonder
what you can make . . . inexpensively . . . with Solarbo Balsa.

Solarbo Balsa is specially

prepared for model making,

so always ask for it by name
at your local model shop. If

you want further ideas for

Balsa models, use the cou-

pon below to order from our

selection of plans. (We have

not included the kites as the

photos should be sufficient

guide for making).

Please send me the plans marked. I enclose Postal Order value

- 2/6* as per your special Meccano Magazine offer.

(Plan prices—Four for I/- or Twelve for 2/6—post free.)

Delete whtch is not applicable

TIDE CALCULATOR

J TWO-STROKE ENGINE

TEMPERATURE CONVE

Q CLINOMETER

SLIDE RULE

fj CALIPER RULE

MAGIC SQUARES

CUBES

r TOWER OF HANOI

WORKING MICROMETER

MODEL ACRE & HOUSES

EGYPTIAN COMPUTER

1 CIRCUMFERENCE MEASURE

0-X-O PUZZLE

NESTING BOX

KON TIKI RAFT

NORMAN CASTLE

SCALE HUMAN FIGURE

NAME

r\ i-J I—/ \ La J M hii t«tM**« E - , - - ~ - i m. * fi 4 * -i
..«.,.» r . +
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Get a boxful ofelectronic components

transistors, capacitors, resistors, speakers . . , even an

'electric eye'. Plus instructions. And build

radios, signalling devices, amplifiers

dozens of electronic models.

KINDLY MENTION it MECCANO MAGAZINE" WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



Engineer

coloured

cranes, elevators, a dynamo, a fan

a bulldozer. Best of all, use it with Philips Electronic Engineer Kit

for the most stunning models ever!

J

post

coupon now

To : Philips Electrica

Century House, Shaftesbury Ave., London W.C.2

Please send me details of Philips Electronic and

Mechanical Engineer Kits.

NAME
<PUASfc WRIT* IN CAPITAL LETTIRSJ

. . . 4 * hi * ifl i»i«i*i •!. ««* m * f . » .1 m i

ADDRESS
M2

I4HIIMH »«»*•* .•**#*•« I * * i i • *****«-•! if lif ri i

Distributed in U.K. by

Mettoy Playcraft (Sales) Ltd
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HMS Valiant, A nuclear powered submarine de-

signed to hunt and destroy enemy submarines. She
can patrol at high speed—and circle the world
without coming up for breath.

HMS Leander. One of the Navy's new
purpose frigates that can do duty as

submarine and anti-aircraft escort. She carries

4,5 inch guns, Seacat guided missiles and a Wasp
anti-submarine helicopter.

general
an anti-

HMS Fearless. An assault ship that carries landing

craft, vehicles, tanks and Royal Marine Com-
mandos. The landing craft are launched by

flooding compartments so that they can float out

through the stern!

HMS London. A County Class guided missile

destroyer. She has missiles that can punch aircraft

out of the sky. Powerful guns. Anti-submarine
weapons. And a Wessex anti-submarine helicopter.

These are just some of the new ships of today's

Royal Navy. And what amazinjyal Navy. And what amazing ships they are. sailor nrst. j\ man

They have electronic eyes and ears. Computers him travel, and ad

get ahead quickly. But he's still a man who is a

sailor first. A man who loves the sea with a life that gives

that can do half a million sums a minute. Radar d like to know more abo

screens that show everything in the air and on the Royal Navy post coupon for free booklet

sea. Sonar that reaches beneath it.

In the ship's operations room the Captain can

Entry as an Officer. Are y

for at least 5 G.C.E, 'O* levels-or e

fight a complicated battle without going on the Then you could apply now

bridge. And electronically controlled guns can fire of 1 4, for entry between 17 and 19 J

with tremendous speed and accuracy. an officer in the Royal Navy. Don'

It's a powerful Navy too. One of the most fill in the coupon, but write for

powerful in the world, A squadron of wartime full details

cruisers couldn't match up to one of the new Captain W.J. Graham, R.N

guided missile destroyers Officer! atrv S

In this technical, push-button Navy the life of (703 YG3)> Old

a sailor has changed a lot. He's likely to have a Admiralty Building

London, S.W.I.skilled man's trade. To earn good money. And he

J?f J/J?/
c>
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Mamod is the name in steam models.
Mobile Traction Engine and Steam Roller, powerful Stationary Engines to

drive other Mamod working models. They're great! And they're precision

engineered for absolute safety. Prices from 37/9 to 119/6 at leading toy
and sports shops.

Manufactured and fully Guaranteed by
Malins (Engineers) Ltd., 206 Thorns Road,
Quarry Bank, Brierley Hill, Staffs.

•

•

•
*

* • • * •
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January 1969

Model Engineer Exhibition

THE 38TH Model Engineer Exhibition opens at

the Seymour Hall, London W.I. on Tuesday 31st
December, 1968, and will continue daily, except Sun-

until Saturday, 11th January, 1969. It will be a
effort by the f-even monthly magazines published

M.A.P, Hobby Magazine Group including
inter-

esting varied display of all kinds of models, both static

and working. Leading model shops and manufacturers
in the model trade will be selling and demonstrating
1 heir products.

Now that steam Locomotives are no longer operating
in full size, the magnificent live steam model loco-
motives pulling passengers on the track will be specially
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times £50 for a car which cost at its original play-sale

price some 6d, or i/-. Cecil Gibson is showing his well-
This will be organised by the Society of known collection of Dinky Toys with additional models

Model and Experimental Engineers and visitors will by collecting friends. To provide a balance a complete
have a chance not only of watching, but also of taking range of Dinky Toys as available today is shown.
a trip behind some of these powerful miniature coal
fired steam locomotives operating on tracks between manufacturers'

Then there will be a display of Meccano models, both
models and the equally

in, and 5 in. wide, yet able to haul up to 20 beautiful, some say even more beautiful, products of
passengers.
A novelty this year will be working road vehicles

on a road ide the permanent way which will dis- enthusiasts

the Midlands Meccano Guild in traditional red and
green Meccano, which are all amateur-built models by

play many beautiful steam road vehicles, traction

engines, steam rollers and the like in scales of from
i/i2th to i/8th full size. These will be demonstrated
in steam during the show and should offer, for the first

At a time when contemporary-built models are

changing hands in the auction rooms at up to £2,000
ea

leading models, insured for over £100,000 should con-
the display of 200 or more of the country's

time, an opportunity for visitors to see how these vince visitors that these auction prices are by no means
immensely popular models perform. above the value of 'he goods displayed. In many cases,

m
Further exhibits which will actually be working ten years or more has been devoted to perfecting these

a very fine Heischmann model railway layout. super detailed masterpieces. They are all made in home
workshops with very limited tools, but to this is added

ingenuity. Models on
Then there will be an attempt made to beat the world
record for non-stop performance of an electric powered unlimited time,
model train. This, at the moment, stands at 153 miles display include steam locomotives, beam engines, in
(according to Guiness Book of Records) and we hope to ternal combustion engines, railway accessories, work-
establish a new record during the exhibition. Also shop equipment, both contemporary and historical,
on show, under the auspices ot the Tramway and

model
architectural models. Marine entries include large

power models, such as have recently been taking part in—
and

Light Railway Society, is a fascinating workin
tramway layout. Many of our younger visitors will an offshore radio control competition at
probably have never seen a tram in operation and this many glasscase models of unbelievable delicacy. Other
will at least produce nostalgic memories for many models arc suitable for radio control, powered by steam,

Scale here is i/i6th, with 3J in. track gauge electricity or internal combustion engines.ot

which enables considerable detail to be shown. Tram-
way models representative of London, Manchester,
Belfast and other British systems will be shown. Some
of our club exhibitors will be showing models working
under compressed air and the organisers' own stand will

be embellished by a number of aircraft flying under

I

electric drive. (This is aeromodelling's answer to the
electric racing car.) Model car collectors will have an
opportunity of seeetng many of the model cars which
are now changing hands at quite fabulous prices, some-

THE EDITOR AND STAFF SEND
SEASONAL GREETINGS AND BEST
WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR
TO ALL MECCANO MAGAZINE

READERS
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Shown dehere, in their specially
siuriLtl display pucks, are two
super new Gilt Sets from Dinky. At
left, the Superfast Set containing
the Jtmeii II, the Jaguar 4t

I
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Type, 2 + 2 and Astun
DBS, On the right if

national G*T. Set containing
Tomaso Mangusta, the Dino Ferrari

and Ford G.T-
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At left: Our heading photograph showi
the author's Escort ready for action on Ms
home track. The fictitious driver's name

on the door, would on reflection

have looked neater in ** Lctteraset " or
Blick Dry-Print *\ At right: Another

of the Escort shows the front end
The four " spotlights " were

«t

View
treatment.
carved from scrap plastic out of an old kit.

Dave Rothwell describes the construction

hot electric slot racing car made from standard

RIKO parts. This model is an ideal introduction

club car racing on low cost basis.

THE COVER of this month's magazine, shows a and ready-to-race cars available, but most will agree

Ford Escort Twin Cam in rally trim that greater satisfaction can be obtained by knowing
being put through its paces during the Circuit of that the car's performance and looks are largely

Ireland by Roger Clark. These cars are specially dependent on ones own efforts. One other advantage
prepared by experts, in this case the Competition is that there is less chance of anyone else building a
Department of the Ford Motor Company., in order to model identical in every detail

rally test components under the worst All the items used in the construction of this i/32nd
ossible conditions. This provides valuable information scale Escort are from the " RIKO " range of slot car

the engineers so they can ensure
as modern

road
can

racing equipment distributed by R. Kohnstam Ltd.,
13-15A High Street, Hemel Hempstead. We chose to

use
car you buy is as

provide.
In the same way, as

impossible to buy " over-the-counter
"

are the best slot cars. A look in at your local issue for details of the full " RIKO " range.

se particular parts because the range is extremely
the fastest full size cars are large and the price within the reach of most pockets,

so, generally See the special 24 page catalogue in the centre of this

model car club will show you that the most consistent Why a Ford Escort ? Quite simple really. This is

winners are those who have either extensively modified the latest from Fords, and a nice looking car, and
a standard kit model, or built their car up from various secondly it also happens to be the latest vacuum formed
special parts to finish up with a car which suits them shell produced by li RIKO >> The shell also

personally. There are of course some excellent kits boasts flared wheel arches, so it can have a slightly

' .'

.

-

E-assasLft
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wider wheelbase than usual and thus give the car just

that bit more stability.

One has to choose the components carefully: for

instance it is essential to ensure that the chassis is the

correct one for the motor selected, the mounting
brackets on the various chassis vary in shape and size,

thus restricting the types of motors that can be fitted,

however, if your model shop is helpful you should be

able to get the right parts. A list of all the components
used to make the Escort is included for would be
constructors. The same principle of construction can

be used to make dozens of different cars.

The first step is to fit the " tin can " type Rikowhip
ballraced 16D type electric motor in the brass tube
chassis, Do this by sliding the pinion end of the motor
through the hole in the fixed chassis mounting plate;

slide the front plate on to the nylon brush retainer,

and secure it with the two small screws provided in the

chassis kit. Use bevel gears, as these run a lot smoother
than straight cut gears. As you are using bevel gearf

you will have to remove the straight pinion on the motor
shaft. This can be done with a screwdriver by prising

gently between the pinion and back end of the motor, before fitting them to the guide.

or a small * C ' shaped gear puller. Slide on the smaller You will notice that this brass tube chassis is com-
of the two bevel gears, and secure it to the motor shaft plctely adjustable for length. The Escort body-shell is

with the grub screw. Slide one of the two axles through

one of the rear axle mounting lugs and push the second
fairlj

fit.

small, and the chassis must be at its shortest to

To mount the body shell on the chassis you will

bevel gear on to it then slide the axle through the need a piece of balsa wood } in, x $ in., cut into 3

mounting lug on the far side. Slide a phosphor bronze pieces and cemented together in a" U *' shape, as shown
bearing over each end of the axle and fit a locknut on to in the photograph. The chassis should be securely

each end of the axle, followed by the rear wheels (the mounted to the blocks with small wood screws, and

widest pair) one wheel against its locknut, the tyres then fitted on to the wheels (wide tyres on the

then after checking that the axle turns freely without rear wheels). A trial fit of the chassis unit to the body

snug »>
fit.

In last month's " Building a Riko Slot Car " feature

the methods for removing excess plastic from the clear

any sloppiness, repeat for the other rear wheel. Finally, shell should give you an idea of where to shave the

slide the bevel gear along the axle and into mesh with balsa wood to obtain a
"

the one on the motor, tightening the grub screw. The
front axle is already built into the chassis, and is called

split axle", because the axle is cut through in the

centre allowing each end to turn separately Smile a

tube. Fit a locknut on to each end followed by a waeel, rather a waste of space to cover this method again, so

Tighten the wheel against the locknut and ensure that we will use the space available here to suggest various

it spins freely. Next fit the slot guide shoe (a white other ways of making your body shell attractive.

a
Li plastic shell, and how to go about painting the model

from the inside were described. Obviously it would be

nylon
t£ T >> shaped fitting) up through the hole in The method used by some builders, is to paint the

the shortened piano wire fallaway guide arm, S :cure body shell from the outside. The advantage of doing

with a grubs :rew. it this way is that painting detailed parts such as door
it with a bush, locking in

Select one of the soft braided pick-up wipers,

small self tapping screw through the hole in the

slip a

end
handles etc. is far simpler, and they look neater than

when painted inside of the shell. This becomes more

and screw it into the hole at the top of the guide shoe. apparent when a two-tone body is contemplated as the

Before tightening down completely wind one of the dividing edge between one colour and another can be

ft t tor wires round the screw, under the pick up wiper. made a lot straighter and with far less trouble. Possibly

Repeat for the second wiper. Incidentally it keeps the the biggest difficulty, when painting the outside of the

wires out of the way if you wind them around a pencil shell as planned, is that of dust or brush lines spoiling

I

Far
plcted
lub
removed

The underside view
body shell shows the

in place. The ch
show how these

Should lit.

to

of the cotu-
balsa wood

has been
balsa blocks

Left The basic

prior to assembly,
will not be needed as

complete with a ** split

mounted on the front.
comes

KIKO parts laid out
One of the axles shown

the chassis unit
44 —"• •» axle

REAR WHEEL

LOCKNUT.

FALLAWAY ARM FRONT WHEEL

I

SMALL
BEVEL

LARGE
BEVEL

At right: The complete chassis unit with AXLE
all the RIKO components clearly indicated

for easy identification. The fallaway guide
arm was shortened to fit inside the Escort

body shell.

SLOT GUIDE
POST

•

BUSH

SCREWS

PICK-UP
BRAIDS

BASIC CHASSIS
CONSTRUCTION

FALLAWAY
ARM PIVOT ELECTRICAL WIRES
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The balsa vub-framc firmly attached to the chassis and
ready for installation in the RIKO body shell*

now

description of just how the Escort was painted will give
you a better idea of how to tackle the job.

Using a medium sized brush, start by painting the
main areas of the shell i.e. the roof, boot, mudguards

slim door pillars were veryand doors white. The

the model. The simplest way to overcome the latter

is to use one of the " Aerosol " sprays, masking off all

" or similar.areas not to be sprayed with
The cost of such sprays however, is rather prohibitive,

and this factor may make many of you decide that a

brush finish will have to be used. The most important
point here, is to use only the best possible brushes.
Don't be tempted to use an old brush of the type usually
found in children's paintboxes. These almost without
exception are very poor quality, thick stiff bristles being
fine for little brother and his paintbook, but definitely

out for model painting. Go to your model shop and
invest in a couple of Sable Hair brushes, one medium
sized for large areas, and one fine for painting in small

. These brushes will give a perfect finish to the
paint as far as lack of brush marks go, and are well

worth the 5s. or so for their purchase.
The problem of dust settling on wet paint is always

rather a nuisance. Try to paint your models in a dust
free atmosphere, and when completed cover the work
with a box lid. Possibly the most popular method of
painting
method.

r to-

The
is the " Inside-Outside "

main body colour is applied to the
inside of the shell (don't forget to put the transfers on
first) and all detailing, such as headlamp lenses, bumpers
etc. from the outside.

Painting the body shell inside removes the problem
of brush marks and dust and more important prevents
the paint-work from becoming scratched when the car
is being raced. Extra detailing on the outside is far

easier, especially with very small parts. Perhaps a

carefully painted using a fine brush. If you get any
paint on the windows don't attempt to remove it until

dry, (unless you do it in the very early stages when it is

best to wash all the paint away with white spirit and
start again). Leave it to dry completely; then carefully

scrape it away with a sharp knife, taking care not to

scratch the plastic. The bonnet was left clear until the

main body colour had dried, then it was painted blue,

once again from the inside. The headlamp silver lenses
were the only other parts painted from the inside

fine brush for these). The radiator grill was painted,
matt black, (fine brush). The front and rear bumpers
are silver (fine brush). Similarly, only in gloss black,

the number plates, front and rear, and the edge of the
rear window. The windscreen and side window frames,
door handles and petrol cap were once again silver,

(fine brush). A rectangle was made on both doors
using Sellotape to frame it. Then the inside area was
filled in with matt black, left to dry and the ** Sellotape

"

removed. White transfers were then applied and when
dry, covered with clear varnish to protect them. The
letters and numerals on the number plates were written
very carefully in white using the fine brush.
The Rally lamps were made from odd bits of plastic

from an old car kit cemented into the front, and painted
red.

This completes the body painting, so let*s turn our
attention to the I,/32nd scale driver. RIKO do not sell

one at the moment but there are several to choose
from at most model shops. Paint his overalls white,
face pink, goggles silver and his helmet any bright
colour. Cut out a piece of card to fit across the interior
between the bonnet and boot. Paint one side of it

matt black and glue the driver to it. Fit it into the shell

using " Sellotape ** to hold it in place. Drop the chassis
unit into the shell, and push four pins through the

of the shell, into the balsa wood chassis supportsi

blocks to hold it in place. Your car is now ready for
final adjustments. Turn each wheel slowly to see that
it does not foul the body at any point, if it does either
cut away a bit of the shell, or if the fouling is severe,

re-position the chassis*.

The gear will need a certain amount of running in
before the car will perform at its best. Smear a small
amount of toothpaste on the gear, and slowly run the
car on the track for 15 minutes. (Toothpaste is a mild
abrasive, and will wear away any excess metal on the
gear teeth.) When the gears are meshing together

toothpaste and lightly oil the
that the tyres are running

nicely, wash away
gears and axles

true on the wheels and your model should now be ready
to challenge the rest of the field, we hope as successfully
as Ford's full size Escort Twin Cam.

Parts Required; R779 Group S Ford Escort Body
Shell 6s. R704 Adjustable Tubular Chassis 125. RZ01
Deluxe Slot Guide 25. 1 id. R156 Budget Pack (wheels,

tyres, axles etc.) %s. lid. RZij Bevel Gear and Pinion
6s, txd. R1Q15 Rikowhip Motor 315. Drivers Head zs.

Total Cost £2 19s. * Also available j Interior and
Drivers Head, part R649 at 2s.

This underneath wew of the completed ear shows how neatly
the parts all tit in. Note the width of the rear tyres.
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opjcs
It

that
dealt rovements

on t h e

owned

last month's
with the various

arc due to take
Tal-y-llyn Railway, a privately
narrow gauge line operating in
Waies. Like many of the other privately
owned and preserved lines existing in
different parts of the country , the
Tal-y-llyn relies heavily on volunteers
and although it does have a small
permanent staff, they could not hope to
complete ail the work of improvement
without the enthusiastic support of their
members, who voluntarily give their time
and skill during weekends throughout

months,
all, to shatter anv illusion^

have* do

the winter
First of

you
any

^ay nave, do not expect to be
given™ an engine to drive, whichever
railway you decide to help on* After
all t driving such a complicated machine
like a locomotive is a very skilled business
and where passenger carrying is con-
cerned, the engine driver has to have
gassed a Ministry of Transport test,

ccause the safety of many people are his
responsibility, It is also doubtful if you
would be given the task of firing a loco-
motive, because even this is not as easy
as it seems* A fireman for instance has
to know how to inject water into the
boiler and also be prepared to shovel
literally tons of coal into the firebox, in
exactly the right place* within the space
of only a few hours. He has to know
all about brakes, and at the end of the
day, know how to clean out the Fire, and
occasionally clean out the boi!er tubes.

rning to fire, let alone drive an
engine takes a long, long time, and if

any reader is really determined to make
thh his mission in life, then he must be
prepared to pay regular visits to the
railway of his choice, possibly every
weekend, getting to know the permanent
staff, and gradually gaining their confi-
dence. At first, no matter what the new
volunteer ultimately wants to do, par-
ticularly during the summer season,
when most railways are especially busy,
the volunteer must be prepared to do the
most humdrum jobs. T remember when
I first volunteered, being given the job
of helping to weed the station—much to my disgust. It is however

many
same

something that is very necessary.
By lowering his sights a little and by

willi he to help with everything, the
volunteer will meet a great
interesting people, all with the
interest, and he will be made very

by most of the preserved
rai ways. Volunteers are always wanted
to help on track replacement, repair or
clearance, rolling stock repair, mainte-
nance of huiTdinus and lineside structures,
if they arc enthusiastic enough to
from others* If you want to become a

we Tcome

volunteer* shouldyou should join a railway
preservation society like the Festiniog or
the Tal-y-llyn. If you actually want to
join in working parties or are willing to
travel to the railway under Jjour own
steam, the best course of action is to
write to the Manager of the railway con-
cerned letting him know your abilities,

and a!so your age, if under eighteen,
and finally how often you would
attend, *

It is however important to turn up

to

if

One of the 50 Bo*Bo locos built and
designed by English Electric.

Above: The interior of part of the re-
built Euston station in London, Right:
K4 2-8-0 M The Great Marquess w
restored to original L.N.E.R. livery and
funning on the preserved Middieton

Railway near Leeds*

will, because
counted

you say you
may well have counted on your support
for a particular purpose. In some cases,
it is better to join a local branch of the
preservation society of your choice and

it is obviously impossible for
me to give the addresses of all branches
from every preservation society, what I

would be widmg to do wou.d be to send
your letter to the appropriate railway

t
if

you address it to me c/o Meccano
Magazine.
From improvements on small privately

owned lines, wc pass on to improvements
to one of the oldest main line railway
termini in Britain and certainly the
oldest in London, which at last has

its rebuilding with a face
lift. At a cost of £15 million Euston

tion is now ihc most modern in
Europe and was officially opened by Her
Majesty The Queen in October. Th
rebuilding of the station had previous'

y

been under consideration before both
World Wars, and was undertaken as
part of the London Midland Region's
project for the electrification of its main
routes linking London, the West Mid-
lands and the North West.
A new concept which the new Euston

makes use of is a travel centre inside the
concourse, itself a new departure with a
grey-green marble terrazxo-tiled floor;
walls that are almost entirely glazed and
a 647 ft. frontage finished in gleaming
while mosiac and polished black granite.
Now Buston has a total of eighteen plat-

varying in length from 700 ft. to
1,300 ft., three of which are used for

the railway home are the

places a little farther away

coaches recendy supplied
to the Congo from the Washwood Heath,
Birmingham, works of Meirupoittan-
Cammcll^ Inspected by Embassy Officials
of the Congo, these first class coaches
will form part of a special train to be
used by the President of the Republic in
celebrations at Kinshasa next month to
mark the third anniversary of the new
regime* They were originally built as
part of an order for 27 coaches
Khudcsian Railways, but after twelve
had been delivered, sanctions
imposed following U.D.I. This order is

the first to be secured by Mctro-Gammdi
from the Congo and is worth £300,000*

It has a! so recently been confirmed
that Ghana Railways and Ports has
ordered from English Heciric ten 2,025
h.p. diesel electric locomotives for its

main freight routes. The locomotives,
which are specially designed for heavy
duty operation at high efficiency, will
be the most powerful units ever to be.
employed there, and they will be used to
pull trains of bauxite, manganese, timber
and cocoa—commodities which play an
important part in the Nation's economy*
This is the fourth repeat order to be
received from Ghana and will, when
delivered, bring the English Electric
fleet there up to forty-seven*

Specialists in locomotive construction,
English Electric have supplied engines to
many overseas railways and we show in
one of the photos, a locomotive built
tor the Portuguese Railways. Built at
Newton 1c Willows, forty of these were
ordered, all for 5 ft. 6 in. gauge to be
completed in Lisbon by the Portuguese
Manufacturer, Sorefame,
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W7IDELY DIFFERENT from the conventionalW instrument used by astronomers, the radio
telescope is another means of studying the heavenly
bodies. Like man-made satellites they are also used for
exploratory purposes but rather differently. This has
given birth to the new and fascinating science of radio
astronomy since radio waves or cosmic signals are
emanated and reach earth over vast distances.
These emanations are picked up by the * ear * of the

radio telescope, otherwise the parabolic reflector referred
and heard as radio noise on?

This meant that
they could not see with

However, the work

to as a dish ' or
receivers. By means of recording instruments this
radio noise like atmospherics is shown as a graph with
a distinct pattern, according to the source from which
received. The discovery of radio astronomy came about
quite by accident. In 1931, an American electrical
engineer, Karl Jansky, working at the Bell Laboratories
in New York was asked to find the cause of atmospherics
in long-distance radio and telephone calls and by
chance discovered that radio waves were reaching
earth from outer space,
astronomers could detect stars

telescopes. However, the work he did was
almost totally neglected. Later, an amateur astronomer,
Grote Reber, built the prototype of the modern radio
telescope in his garden, and many more people began
taking interest in the new science.
With the beginning of the space age, the science also

attracted interest in various countries including Britain,
America, Russia, South Africa and France. No wonder
that in so many countries, radio telescopes were wanted

future use.
*
J -- t

-
j weigmng some 20,000 tons was

completed in 1962, and both Cornell University and
the US National Radio Astronomy Observatory have
radio telescopes with exceptionally large reflectors,
Britain has several, including that at Jodrell Bank, near
Manchester, and there are three at Cambridge, one at
the University, and another at the Mullard Radio
Observatory. Other telescopes were built for the Royal

for

parabloid
The US Navy's massive 600-foot

Fig. 1. Stor
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Radar Establishment at Malvern, and at Chilbolton*
Hampshire, for the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research (DS1R).
Perhaps the best known in Britain is that at Jodrcll

Bank. The new telescope, the Mark II, has an accurate
balanced paraboloid steel bowl with elliptical aperture
with the focus in the aperature plane. This elliptical
aperture measures 125-ft. on the major axis and
83 ft, 4 in. on the minor. A unique feature of the
instrument is the use of a digital computer connected
' direct on line * with the Ward Leonard closed loop
servo drives, tving a demanded velocity type of control.
The revolving superstructure which carries the bowl is

of concrete. In this respect and also in the form of the
is similar toazimuth and elevation drive, the

that of the 85-ft. diameter satellite communications
Downs in

,1 »

the huge
with its

aerial of the GPO station at
Cornwall

Australia acquired her radio telescope in 196 1 for
the Radio Physics Laboratory of the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Organisation. This is built
on farm land some 13 miles north-west of Parkes in
New South Wales, the site being chosen because its

extremely low electrical noise level allows very weak
signals from distant stars to be received without inter-
ference. Most wonderful to sightseers
2to-foot diameter parabolic * dish 'or
trellis work ' presenting a symmetry of true geometric

One of the largest steerable instruments in the
world, its huge 'dish * is mounted alt-azimuth fashion
like a naval gun or theodilite on a 40-ft. concrete tower.

Canada's largest steerable radio telescope acquired by
the National Research Council is sited at Algonquin
Park Radio Observatory, Ontario. One of the major

was the designing of the system
150-foot parabolic reflector for astro-

in winds of up to 50-m.p.h, This was
solved by mounting the telescope in vertical and
horizontal

motion of a

to control
nomi

axes, and making it follow the apparent
master equatorial unit mounted at the

intersection of
^
the telescope's axes. The master

equatorial unit is driven at a rate equal to the earth's
speed of rotation, pointing steadily at the target star

in is better, thanor radio source.

10 seconds of arc.

As many know, there are various types or styles of
instrument. As will be noted from the photographs,
the Jodrell Bank Mk. II reflector is quite different
from that of Australia's, which has a ' trellis style ' dish,

more like a ' bowl '. Actually, before starting on
such a job, it is usual practice to make a model lirst,

as will be seen from the photographs. There are many
other differences in the superstructure, and other parts
of the telescope. A steerable instrument calls on the
resources of many diverse branches of engineering for
its design and construction: electrical, mechanical and
electronic, as well as structural.

The fundamental component is the paraboloid
reflector which must have the property of concentrating
at its focuSj all incoming radio waves *

*

direction parallel to

arriving m a
the axis of revolution. An aerial

or feed placed at the focus and pointing at the reflector
thus receives, in elementary terms, a beam of radiation

to the reflector area, from a direction
denned by the paraboloid axis.

The mounting of the reflector or is also
The dish ' of Australia's radio

is mounted on a 40-ft. high concrete tower, while at
Jodrell Bank, bowl tilting (elevation) motion is by screw
nut, and connecting rod, the lower end of the
being attached to the nut and the upper end to the
bowl structure, which is able to pivot through bearings
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mounted on the top horizontal beam of the pre-stressed
concrete structure. There are also the various places
in the actual building where the scientists work and
the engineers get busy, such as the computer and
control desk, the master equatorial room, motor room,
cable room, hub room, radio room, store room and
other necessary parts essential for the efficient handling
oi the radio telescope.

Referring again Jodrell Bank Mk. I1 T this tele-

scope is principally intended for use as follows:
(a) Observation of fixed radio sources, (b) Scanning a
particular area of the sky in order to prepare radio
intensity contour maps, and (c) Satellite

telescope is then steered to follow a particular orbit
from predetermined positional information. In (a) and
(b) the computer is used to compute out the rotation
of the earth while in (c) it will be acting as interpolator
accepting pre-caleuiated pointing angles at perhaps one
second intervals and calculating intermediate angles at

perhaps 50 times per second.
The following is also important. The position of

celestial objects is defined in terms of a latitude-
longitude system of co-ordinates in which all objects
are assumed to lie on the surface of a sphere of large

but not infinite radius whose centre is the earth. The
equatorial plane and polar directions arc taken as those
of the earth produced to meet the surface of the sphere.

or as it is betterreference point of
n the 1st point of Aries, is the point of intersection away, but listening to things incredibly long ago. The

of the equatorial plane and the plane of the sun's graphs produced vary a great deal according to the
relative motion about the earth (the ecliptic), In fact heavenly body and other factors. The planet of Jupiter

points of intersection corresponding has attracted the attention of radio astronomers latelvare two
to the position of the sun on March 21st and September
21 st and the former is chosen as the point of reference

use of its nearer
of

<

position to Astronomers
years away or distant ' so that the

It will be apparent from Fig. 1 that to an observer statement " 6,000,000,000 light years away " implies
situated on a plane parallel to the equator, a fixed star

will appear to change in azimuth onlv. This fact is

that the star or point of light looked at or seen, started

on its journey to earth 6,000,000,000 light years ago
used in the design of mounts for all optical telescopes In other words, one would be looking back 6,000,000,000
which greatly simplifies the problem of observing fixed light years into the past. It seems impossible but such
objects in that once the axis of the
aligned to the angle of declination, it need only be that it was

scope has been a star has been seen bv radio astronomers who reported
a faint and tiny dot of lis^ht in the

en at the same rate and in the opposite direction middle of a scattering of stars \ The astronomers at
to the earth's rotation in the right ascension plane. Mount Palomar were told where it was and thev were
The big dish of a radio telescope when in operation asked to search for it with the 200-

may not only be listening to things tremendously far telescope which they did.

Above: The new Jodrell Hank Mk II radio telescope,
near Manchester. A realistic model of this could
easily be made in Meccano. Below: Australia's 210
Foot diameter radio telescope buile near Parkes, New
South Wales. The ' dish " is mounted on a 40 foot

lull concrete tower.

.. ,
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by Spanner

AVE YOU older readers re-visited a permanently- A 9} in. Flanged Ring 7 is fixed to the centres of Strips 3
sited fairground recently after a break of several and Angle Girders 4, the securing holts also fixing two

years ? If so, 1*11 guarantee you were surprised by the 9$ in. Strips 8, at right-angles to each other, to the
numerous new machines that have been invented of late Flanged Ring.
to thrill—or upset—those brave heroes who have the
courage to try them !

At this stage, the drive for the central rotating arm
should be produced o 2} x 24 in. Flat Plates 9Up to a few years ago a fair was a good one if, besides are attached to one of the earlier-mentioned Flat Plate
arrangements by ik in. Angle Girders, further zh in.the usual sideshows, it had dodgems, several rounda

bouts, a big-dipper and, of course, a Waltzer. Nowa- Angle Girders being bolted' to the tops of the Plates.
days, these things, while still necessary amusements, The latter Girders are joined by two 24 in. Angle
are a bit old-hat. All sorts of better, more terrifying Girders 10, the flanges
machines have appeared: raceways, flying jets whose

" pilot " and a whole
variety of twisting and twirling machines that

at least—feel as if I'm about to die !

containing the circular holes

height can be controlled by the

me

being vertical. Passed through the centre circular hole
'"n outside Girder 10 is a 1 in. Rod 11 on which two
Compression Springs and a Short Coupling are mounted.
Journalled in the inside transverse bore of this Short

One example of the last type has provided the Coupling and in Flat Plate 6 is a 4 in. Rod 12 carryin^
inspiration for the new Meccano model featured here. in order, a 2 in. Pulley with Motor Tyre 13, a Coupling^
The original was found at New Brighton fair where it a 1 4 in. Contrate Wheel and a Colla'r, the last holding
is known as " The Satellite " but I expect that different the Rod in place. Note that the Rod passes through one
fairgrounds have different names for it. It basically end transverse bore of the Coupling which, incidentally,
consists of a number of *' cars " mounted on a revolving should be loose on the Rod. Inserted loose into the
disc which is in turn mounted on a cranked arm fixed longitudinal bore of the Coupling is a 24 in. Rod held
to a roller bearing. The arm also revolves with the in place by a Collar and carrying a 4 in. Pinion in mesh
roller bearing so that, when the model is in operation with the 1 4 in. Contrate Wheel and a ii in. Sprocket
the combination of the two speeds results in the upper Whecl_ 14. This Sprocket is connected by Chain to a
disc travelling particularly fast in relation to the ground. '_'

As the revolving motions take place, however, the Unit bolted to one Plate 5.

,' in. Sprocket on the output shaft of a Power Drive

cranked arm extends causing the upper revolving disc
to tilt and, as the arm itself is revolving, the position

of the disc is constantly changing so that some
sitting in a car doesn't know where he is !

By using two Power Drive Units, it has been possible to the adjacent lug of Double Angle Strip 15 by a 2 in.
to make the model reproduce all the movements of the Perforated Slotted Strip. Journalled in the z\ in. Strip

Bolted to the other Flat Plate arrangement are a
%\ in. x 4 in. Double Angle Strip 15 and two 14 x
4 in. Double Angle Strips 16, the latter joined by a

Each Double Angle Strip 16 is attached2l in. Strip

original, yet, despite the apparently complicated opera- and in Flat Plate 6
tion, construction is reasonably straightforward. Begin-
ning with the central arm section, a base for the roller

is a 3 in Rod
Pulley with Motor Tyre 17 and

carrying a ij in,

held in place by a
Collar. The Pulley with Motor Tyre will later serve as

race is built up from two i8| in. Angle Girders 1 joined a steadying roller for the upoer section of the roller
by two 12 1 in. Angle Girders 2 and two I2| in. Strips 3.

The vertical flanges of both sets of Girders are extended
by suitable Flat Girders, as shown, A further two
iU in e Girders 4 are bolted between Girders 2,

race which is another 9? in. Flanged Ring 18.
Tightly fixed to this Flanged Ring are a 9 k in

19, positioned diametrically, and two 44 In, Angle
Girders 20. Note that the latter are mounted with their

then two similar Flat Plate arrangements are fixed to horizontal flanges uppermost and are actually fixed on^:_j . _„

1

. consisting of two 54 x | in. Bolts passed through the horizontal flanges of thearrangementGirders 1, each _
3 A in. Flat Plates 5 connected by a 44 X 2£ in. Flat Girders and held by Nuts in the Flanged Ring" A
Plate 6 to result in a 12 A in, long compound flat plate. 14 in. Insulating Flat Girder (Elektrikit Part No. 508)
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At left: One of the latest ** amusements "
for giving thrills at fairgrounds is the
** Satellite ** This large Meccano model
reproduces all the nerve-shattering move-

ments of the

At right: A close-up view of the complete
disc with its cars. Although

this oart of the
upper rotating
it may look complicated f

model is f in fact* quite easy to build.

theBelow: In this view of the model,
framework and superstructure have been
removed to show the main base and clevat-

arm sections with their separate drive
arrangements!

ing

is bolted to this Strip, the securing Bolts

through the seventh eighth holes of
Commutator 35 Elektrikit Part No. 551) which makes
permanent contact with Wiper Arm 21 The com-

a 1 in. Wnx-r Ann 21 is secured to the Insulating pound rod, by the way, consists of one 2 in. Rod and.

Girder
Bolted between Ancle Girders 20 are two 9 A in.

one 4 in. Keyway Rod 36 joined by a Coupling,
Incorporated in the elevating section of the central

Angle Girders 22 to each of which two 44 x 24 in. Flat arm is the drive unit for the upper rotating disc. Before

Plates 23 and 24 are secured, a distance of one hole it can be fitted, however, the arm section is built up
separating the Plates, (A distance of five clear holes from two converging oHm Angle Girders 37 joined at

separates the Girders.) A further two 94 in. Angle one end by a 34 in. Angle Girder 38 and towards the

Girders 25 are bolted to the upper edges of Plates 23 other end by a r4 in. Angle Girder 39, this Girder

and 24 in such a position that they project four holes being secured through the second holes of Girders 37.

beyond Plate 24, after which the projecting ends are Girders 37 are further joined through their twelfth

connected by a 34 in. Angle Girder, the securing Bolts holes by a 24 in. Angle Girder 40, the securing Bolts

also helping to fix two Trunnions 26 to Girders 25. also fixing a 2£ in. x 2l in. Flat Plate 41 in position.

The inside edge of each Plate 24 is overlayed by a The Plate is additionally secured by the trapping

2 A in. Strio to help provide extended bearings for a action of Washers mounted on Bolts fixed in Girders

5 in. Rod carrying a I in. Pinion 27 at its centre and a 37, then a Power Drive Unit is attached to the under-

li in. Sprocket Wheel 28 at each end. These Sprockets side of the Plate by Threaded Bosses so as to leave a

are connected by Chain to two 3 in.

Sprockets 29, each mounted on a

2 in. Rod joumalled in Flat Plate

23 and in a Double Bent Strip bolted

to the Flat Plate. Fixed on the in-

side end of
Bush Wheel

Rod is an 8-hole
which a 4 in.

Circular Plate 30 is bolted, one of
the securing Bolts helping to secure

two Cranks 31, one to each side of
the Plate as shown. Washers are

mounted on the remainder of the

securing Bolts to ensure an even He.

Held in the bosses of both sets of
Cranks 31 is a i\ in. Rod, in the

centre of which two 5 A in. Strips

one on top of the other, are

Another Crank 33 is secured

to the upper end of these Strips.

now Ited

of Angle
A 34

between
Girders 25, Journalled in this Strip

and in Strip 19 is a 6 in. compound
rod carrying a Worm and held in

place by Collars, one above Strip

34 and the ther below Strip 25.

The Worm engages with Pinion 27.

on the rod immediately
beneath the lower Collar is a
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flange of Flanged Ring 7. The central arm section is

lowered until Ring 18 lies on the I -"tanged

Wheels, at which time Keyway Rod 36 should pass
free through the boss of Face Plate 47 to be fixed in

the boss of a Double Arm Crank bolted to the centre
of one Strip 8. Pulleys with Motor Tyres 12 and 17
should engage with the flange of Flanged Ring 18, the
former being pressed hard against Ring by the

action of the Compression Springs on Rod 11.

You will, of course, have realised that Pulley with
Tyre 13 drives the revolving arm, using the friction

drive method. It is therefore a good idea to glue strips

of sticking plaster or emery paper, etc., to the flange
of Flanged Ring 18 to increase adhesion.

The weight of the elevating arm is counteracted by six

Tension Springs 49 in two sets of three, each set held
bv a Collar on a Long Threaded Pin fixed in the face

of Sprocket Wheel 29. The other ends of two of the

space between the Plate and the base of the Power
Drive Unit.

This space allows three 5! in. Rods to be journalled
in Girders 38 and 40, each Rod carrying a 1 in. Gear
and held in place by a Collar. A i in. Pulley 42 is

fixed on the centre Rod beneath Plate 41 and is con-
nected by a 2* in. Driving Band to a J in. Pulley on the
output shaft of the Power Drive Unit. A 1 in. Pulley
with Motor Tyre 43 is fixed on the outside end of the
two remaining Rods, as shown. A Flat Trunnion 44
is now bolted to each Girder 37 but is spaced from it

by two Washers on the inner securing Boh only. This
makes the Trunnions parallel and enables the complete
construction to be pivotally connected to the previously-
described section of the arm by a 4^ in. Rod 45, held
by Collars in the apex holes of Flat Trunnions 44 and
Trunnions 26. Crank 33 is mounted on a 3 in. Rod 46,
held by Collars in the fifth holes of Girders 37,

are tied to Strip 19, while the third is mounted
on an 8 in. Rod held by Spring Clips in Mar Plates 24.

Now we come to the actual revolving disc carrying
cars. A ring is built up from fourteen 5^ in. Curved

Strips 50 suitably overlapped to result in the ring
having 120 holes. Two sets of spokes are then pro-
duced, one from eight 8J in, compound strips 51,
attached to a Face Plate 52 by Obtuse Angle Brackets,
and the other from eight 9^ in. compound strips 53
bolted direct through their end two holes to another
Face Plate 54. All the compound strips each consist
of two overlapping 5$ in. Strips. Spokes 51 are attached
to the ring by Obtuse Angle Brackets while spokes 53
are fixed direct to the ring, a single Bolt being used to

secure the Obtuse Angle Bracket and the lower spoke in
each case and, at the same time, extending the lower
spoke with a Fishplate 55. Sixteen 3! in. Flat Girders
56 are bolted around the ring to provide a flat surface
to which the separate friction drive for this part of the
model will be applied.

Eight ro in. compound curved strips 57 are next
Having completed the elevating arm, it can now, if each produced from three 4 in. Stepped Curved Strips,

required, be htted to its base. A M spider " for the roller suitably overlapped. One end of each compound strip

race is easily built up from a Face Plate 47, to which is attached by an Angle Bracket to appropriate spoke
eight radiating 2^ X £ in. Double Angle Strips 48 are 53> the other end being bolted to the joint between a
bolted. Journalled in*the lugs of each of these Double 3 ' in. Strip 58 and a 4A in. Strip 59. Strip 58 is attached

Angle Strips is a 5 in. Rod held in place by a Collar and by an Angle Bracket to corresponding spoke 51 while
a Spring Clip and on the end of which a } in. Flanged Strip 59 is wedded inside a ii in. Flanged Wheel 60
Wheel is mounted. The Flanged Wheels run on the mounted on a ; 2 in. compound rod 61, obtained from

one 4 in. and one 8 in. Rod joined by a Coupling.
Compound rod 61 is also held in the bosses of Face
Plates 52 and 54.

Turning to the cars, each of these is similarly built,

one side consisting of a i\ x i\ in. Flexible Plate 62
extended by a i\ < z\ in. Triangular Flexible Plate 63,
and the other side being a 2| x i£ in. Flexible Plate
64 extended by a 2-£ X 2 in. Triangular Flexible Plate

PARTS REQUIRED

17

7
I

la
4--lb
36--2
8--2a
12--3
2--s
8--6a
2--7a
2—

8

14—8a
6—8 b
8--9
4—-9a
4—9 b
5—9d
1--9f

16--10
40— 12
32--12c

I

I

I

3
I

I

I

I

8—20b

16

16a
16b
17

18a
18b
20
20a

I

2
2
2-

2
I

21

22

I

1.000
1.000

500

-24

26
28

1

32
37a
37b
38

I

4
9
I

2

13a
14a
IS

ISa
Sb

2—48
26^48a

8--48c
8—48d
8—SI

-52a
30--53a
26--54
22--59
5—62
2--63
2—63d
2--64
4--70
1--72
14—89

1--94
2—95a
2—95b
7--99
1--100
4--103a
2--103b
16--103d

• m

-108

2

6
2
2
I

2
2

I

I

2
2
16

8
8
8

III

lllc
115

115a
120b
126
126a
133
142a
142c
I42d
146a
167b
188
190
191

221

6 5 The sides are joined by two 2 in. Double
Angle Strips 66 and a z\ x \\ in. Flanged Plate 67.

angled floor is provided to correspond with the
of the revolving disc and is obtained from a
2^ in. Flexible Plate 68 attached to the smaller

side by Obtuse Angle Brackets and to the trger side

by Angle Brackets bent to an acute angle. A 2|
J"

liin.
Flexible Plate 69 extended by a 2,4 • i\ in. Triangular

3—109

8
I

4
B.

I

I

I

I

2—551

223
230
235 b
23Sf
507
508
51 f

532

Flexible Plate completes the back of the car which is then
fixed to spokes 51 by a il in. Strip 70 at the rear and
by a Fishplate at the front.

Once the revolving disc has been completed, it is

mounted on the elevating arm by inserting compound
rod 6r in the boss of a Double Arm Crank 71 bolted to
Angle Girder 39, a Collar spacing the boss of Face
Plate 54 from the boss of the Crank. A Compression
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The built-up roller bearing fitted to the model. Note that
the Flanged Rings 18 and 19 should run on the Hanges of the
Flanged Wheels incorporated in the " spider p>

of the bearing.

Spring is mounted on the rod, beneath the Girder to

provide tension and is held in place by a further Collar.

With the disc in position, Pulleys with Motor Tyres 43
should coincide with Flat Girders 56.

This leaves us with the circular superstructure to be
built which presents no great problems. Six supports
are each produced from a 9^ in. Angle Girder 72
attached to a 54 in. Angle Girder 73 by a 7 A in. Angle
Girder 74, the last projecting a distance of six holes
ast Girder 73. In lour of the supports the connection
etween Girders 72 and 74 is strengthened by a i\ in.

Corner Bracket 75, while a Corner Gusset 76 is used
in the remaining two supports, then the top of Girder
3 in each case is connected to Girder 72 by a 4k x
in. Double Angle Strip. Another two supports are

next built up; identical to the first six except that

jk in. Girder 74 is replaced by a 4£ in. Angle Girder

77, then all the supports are attached to the roller race
base, the first six by bolting Girders 74 direct to the

e and the last two by extending Girders 77 with

9 £ in. Strips 78. Notice that the two slightly different

supports are placed diametrically opposite each other.

Girders 72 are now connected by a complete ring
made up of eight I2£ in. Strips 79 bolted through the
second holes of the Girders. A set of steps are added,
one of the uprights being supplied by one 9 .J

in. Girder
72 and the other by a further 9! in. Angle Girder 80.

The uprights arc joined by a 5J in. Strip 81, attached
by Angle Brackets, the securing bolts also fixing two
9i in. Strip* 82 in place. The other ends of these Strips

are connected to the lower ends of the uprights by
jk in. Strips 83 then the steps are provided by eight

5fc X I in. Double Angle Strips 84 bolted between
Strips 82. A handrail at each side is supplied by two
9i in. compound narrow strips 85 attached by two
3 1 in. Narrow Strips 86, as shown.

Enclosing the whole superstructure, except the
entrance-way, is a

<c
fence " obtained from seven

12J in. Strips 87 extended by one sk in. Strip, and
seven I2| in. Braced Girders 88 extended by one 5 j in.

Braced Girder.
Finally, as far as construction goes, a floor is provided

by hardboard or cardboard segments bolted to the
Double Angle Strips joining Girders 72 and 73. This,
at least, is the cheapest way of doing it, but, if you
had sufficient parts, you would almost certainly be able
to use Plates of various sorts.

m
All that now remains to be seen to are the electrical

circuits. First, however, a switch assembly is produced
from a 2 J x 2$ in. Insulating Flat Plate 89 bolted
to one Girder 72, a i\ in. Insulating Flat Girder 90
being fixed lower down the same Girder. Two 3 A in.

Strips 91 and 92, each carrying a Threaded Pin to act

as a handle, are lock-nutted to Angle Brackets 93 bolted
to Plate 89, then a further two pairs of Angle Brackets

94 and 95, arranged ** back-to-back " as shown, are
fixed to the upper corners of the Plate. The free lugs
of these latter Brackets should be bent apart slightly

to allow Strips 91 and 92 to fit tightly between them.
The enamel should be scraped from the where

mi
are lock-nutted to Brackets 93 and where they
contact with Brackets 94 and 95 to ensure that

good electrical connections will be made. Two terminals
96 and 97, supplied by Bolts are fixed to Insulating Flat

Girder 90.
»

In this view of the Meccano Satellite, the steps of ttt€

as well as the electrical switch gear controlling the two
Drive Units are clearly shown*

model
Power

:-::

Coming finally to the wiring of the model,
Brackets 93 are connected together by a short length
of insulated wire, then terminal 96 is connected to
one of the Angle Brackets, Terminal 97, on the other
hand, is earthed by connecting it to some part of the
model (we used Flanged Ring 7), making sure that the
connection is not insulated by the enamel of the part
to which it is connected. In the case of the Power Drive
Unit fixed to the roller bearing base, one of its motor

is simply connected to terminal 97, the other
being connected to Angle Brackets 95.
The Power Drive Unit fixed to the elevating arm is

just as simple. In this case, one of its motor leads is

connected to Commutator 35, while the other is earthed.
(We connected it to Flanged Ring 1 The last job,

rever, is a little more complicated. A length of very
thin insulated wire is connected to Wiper Arm 21 and
is then threaded down the slot in Keyway Rod 36 to
be finally connected to Angle Brackets 94^ The leads

the power source are taken to terminals 96 and 97.
**"

it is essential that all earthed connections make
ood electrical contact, therefore it is advisable to
remove the enamel from around the points where the
connections are to be made. Remember also that, for
the upper motor to work, earthed current must pass
through the roller bearing. To ensure that this happens,
the enamel should be removed from the ends of the
flanges of Flanged Rings 7 and 18.
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ngineers No 12
steam carriage, but, to prevent more fruitless
argument about it, I have one of some size in
hand. In the meantime, I wish William could be
brought to do as we do, to mind the business in
hand, and let such as Symington and Sadler
throw away their time and money in hunting
shadows."

It is possible that Watt was just a little jealous
of Murdock. Living, as he did, with inventors

J

Murdock became inspired with the same spirit.
He was suggesting new advances and, in 1791
took out his first patent. It related to a method of
protecting the bottom of ships by the application
of a kind of chemical paint.

But Murdock is better known for his work in
the coal gas field, although there were others
turning their attention to this subject. It is

recorded that in 1792 was lighting his house

(1754 1839) A. W • Neal

7ILLIAM MURDOCK was born in 1754 at

with coal gas, using an iron retort from which pipes
were run to the various rooms of his home. He
also filled metal containers with gas so that portable
lamps were possible. He used to light the way for

"" home across the moors with a bladder of
gas attached to a suitable jet. He raised the subject
with James Watt, Junior, in 1794, suggesting a
patent should be applied for, but nothing was
done. He demonstrated his apparatus at the
Polgooth mine and at the Neath Abbey Company's
iron works in Glamorganshire, but they made

Auchinleck in Ayrshire. As a young man little impact although he showed its
<£
strong and

beautiful lighthe worked in his father's mill and helped to maintain
its machinery, also no doubt, he helped with ln

.

I79» h5 returned to Soho for good where he
millwright ing undertaken by his father for local
clients. It also seems, that he played a prominent
part in the construction of bridges and masonry.

environment
ambitions

continued his experiments in gas, and in 1808 he
communicated his findings to the Royal Society, in
a paper (which gained for him the Society's

In this he said

:

My apparatus consists of an iron retort, with
The limited scope offered

was insufficient to satisfy

and, having heard of ......... a
undertaken by James Watt at Soho/he went there ^as was conducted to a considerable distance and

ments being tinned copper and iron tubes through which the

there was burning
forms and dimensions

in 1777. He was interviewed by Watt's partner
Mathew Boulton who was very impressed, especially
by his wooded hat which he had made ' in a bit

laithey of my own contriven \
In 1779 Murdock was sent to Cornwall and

worked diligendy on erection and repair of the
Watt steam engines, smoothing out troubles with commercial gas

the Mining Captains and acting as a general 0I" to-day was on its way.
agent. Boulton wrote from Cornwall to Watt, in
1781:

apertures of varied
The gas was also

washed with water and other means were employed
to purify it."

By 18 12 Frederick Winsor had founded the
Chartered Gas Light and Coke Company, the first

?_i ^ .
... ^^ ^e ^ industry

tc

In 1799 Murdock took out a patent for several
important inventions. Firstly; an endless screw

began
Murdock hath been indefatigable ever since he working into a toothed-wheel, for

, an opinion he held to the end. cylinders. Secondly; the casting of a steam-jacket
as one piece, instead of beingDuring the little leisure time he had at Redruth,

Murdock built a model steam carriage. This was separately made. Thirdly; the double-D slide-valve
a three-wheeled vehicle with a small copper boiler which resulted in a saving of steam. And lastly;
heated by a spirit lamp. The bore of the cylinder improved rotary engines.
was only i in., and the stroke was 2 in, This
little engine, possibly the smallest one at that time.

exhaustworked by the expansion of steam,
being discharged direct into atmosphere.
Watt was not very pleased about Murdock's

experiments and advised

He also took out patents for cutting columns out
of solid blocks of stone, a lift worked by compressed

conveyance of mail through a tube
by an air-pump. He installed water

tion. His
letter of September, 1786, to Boulton said

apparatus of his own design at the baths
at Leamington. Indeed, he was a born mechanic

• and
I have still the same opinion concerning the

an inventor of genius, and
man. He died in 1839, at the age of 85.

a gentle
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44 The Book of Trains " PubOshcd
by Macdonald and Co. Ltd.
Price 15s.
For all those interested in locomotives

and railways, we can recommend The
Book of Trains by J. B. Snell, as ideal
reading. This book is one of a series of
four books called * Classics of Trans-
portation \ It first describes the be-
ginning of the railway and how a steam
locomotive works, its boiler design,
cylinders and wheel formation. For in-
stance, the book reveals that early boilers
produced steam at a pressure of 25 to so
pounds per square inch f whereas, the
modern ones produced steam anywhere
from 200 to 300 pounds. These higher
pressures were needed to obtain more
power within the limits of space and
weight, and to increase efficiency. Then,
from page 2* onwards, the book

cs from the early beginnings
of the nineteenth century, such as
Stephenson's Rocket, to the streamlined
monsters of the present day, like the
Diesel -Electric Northern Pacific* Every
locomotive is illustrated by a fully
coloured drawing, and is accompanied by
a mass of detailed and fascinating inform-
ation about it. The book has 127, si in.
x 5 in, pages containing ivcr 50
illustrations.

Boxed Books* Aircraft, Price
We are so used to reviewing

ventional books that Boxed Books
craft came m rather

30s.
con-
Air-

This in fact
a surprise to us,

is a stout cardboard box
containing 49 loose, heavy-weight board
pages. We unfortunately picked it up
upside down on one occasion and of

RECOMMENDED

READING

es fell out
back

over the
in order.

course all the pa
floor and had to be put
It does provide a nicely prepared simple
aircraft history reference and each page
depicts a famous chapter in aviation with
a photograph on one side and a few
technical details on the reverse. This
docs nnt strike us as pardcularly good
value for money at 30s. The idea of
getting a

#
book on aircraft, is usually,

to keep it as a reference book; while
loose pages would be ideal for Mum's

book so that she can just take
the page she requires, it does not seem
a very good idea for an aircraft book.

u ttA Century of Traction Engines
Published by David & Charles Ltd.
Price 45s.

Here, for all steam enthusiasts, tl I

long-awaited reprint of a standard work
which quickly earned an international
reputation after its first publication. A
Century of Traction Engines, by W. J\
Hughes, tells the story of what is pos-
sibly the most fascinating of aU prtmc-
movers. Its 251. 8§ in, x si ' n - pages
take you, from" the earliest period of ex-
periment! through the years of the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries
when steam was supreme. The Boydell
system, Bray's * feathering * wheels,
Crompton's epic journey by Thomson

steamer, special engines. for expert.
four-wheel drive, caterptl lar- tracked
engines, steam in the defence of Alalia 1

all these and many more fascinations are
included in the book. This book is

partly founded on a lecture which the
author has delivered to numerous learned
societies over the past ten years. So after
expanding a two~hour lecture into a
full-length book, the author has en-
deavoured to tell the story of the traction
engine and road locomotive from first to

last, within reasonable scope of both
the average reader and the technically*
minded reader. Every lover of steam will

revel in this book, and the serious student

will

This
obtain new light on
is indeed everybody's

traction engine.

his subject,

book of the

Stamp Year Book 1969, Published
by Link House Publications Ltd.

Price 7/6d,
The experts on philately have com-

bined their knowledge to produce a Year
for ^tamp collectors. This 124

page book contains reference articles vital

to philatelists and yet is written so that

a complete beginner can get a survey of

the hobby's exciting possibilities* Such
names as James A. A-lackay, keeper of the
philatelic collections in the British
Museum, and Meccano Magazine's
Stamp Author, L, N* and M. Williams*
leading world experts on " Cinderella

,f

material, (items not strictly postage
stamps) and Richard West, authority on
modern Great Britain varieties, are some
of the top-line writers

.

Over 300 stamps are illustrated and a

large section deals with a survey of
market prices over the last eight years.
Stamp collecting has always been very

popular, but as this new book clearly

shows, it is more than a hobby, it is a
way of saving as well- You don't have
to be rich to collect

rich if

1969 could
to start you off.

might
Year Book

stamps, but you
do so. Stam

well be the DOO

/-->:

1
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North Carolina

News

Maritime Museum

Harry McDougall

At left: Visitors man the guns of U.S.S. North Carolina.
Right: The gleaming hull K *<» highly polished it even reflcctt
the small surface ripples at Wilmington. Below on the opposite
page: A highly detailed miwlcl of King Charles II yacht—-King

Charles is said to be the father of yachting as we know it.

HE WORD Showboat conjures up visions ol stern- to enter Pearl Harbour after the war began and her
wheelers on the Mississippi. But at Wilmington, battle record included participation in every major US

North Carolina it has a quite different meaning. The offensive in the Pacific, from Guadalcanal to Tokyo Bay.
Showboat was the name given during World War II After nightfall, during the summer months a Sound
to the 35,000 ton USS North Carolina—one of and Light spectacular is staged. Various parts of the
the mightiest naval vessels ever built. ship are illuminated intermittently by coloured lights

The battleship was completed in 1940, steamed to the accompaniment of an amplified dramatization of
07,000 miles and saw 40 months of action in the South the exploits of the ship from the time she was launched
acific but went into honourable retirement shortly until she was retired.

The sound effects—shouted orders, the wail of
Klaxons, roar of attacking aircraft, impact of bullets

and bombs and the chatter of the anti-aircraft runs

after the war ended
Fourteen years later, when she seemed destined for

the scrapyard > the citizens of North Carolina opened a
fund to save her from the acetylene torches. The recreate the actions in which the North Carolina fought
£150,000 required to establish the ship as a memorial When her 16-inch guns are fired flames flash
was raised in less than nine months and she was towed from their muzzles and the whine of the shells is heard
to Wilmington. All the techniques of sound and light presentations are

The USS North Carolina is the largest relic of

Go aboard the battleship today and you can't fail to used to provide a thrilling spectacle.
be impressed by her sheer size. She may be merely a
representative of yesterday's navy, replaced by nuclear- World War II now on exhibition on the eastern sea-
powered aircraft carriers and
still one of the most majestic vessels afloat.

but she is board of the United States but it is not the onlv one.
The coastal states of North America have always been

The USS North Carolina was installed at Wilmington proud of their seafaring traditions, arid nowhere is

as an historical and educational attraction—the largest that pride more evident than at the Alariners Museum,
naval vessel to be honored in this way. Considerable Newport News, Virginia.
skill was required to nudge the huge vessel around a The entrance to the museum is dominated by a
right angle turn into her present berth on the narrow huge golden eagle carved from wood. It has a wingspan
Cape Fear River. She towers high above the dock, of 18 feet, weight more than 3000 pounds, and was
her nine 16-inch guns pointing skyward, and her originally the figurehead of the US frigate Lancaster.
paintwork is maintained in immaculate condition. The golden eagle is one i>l many figureheads that adorn

impressive rows of anti-aircraft guns on her the walls of the museum,
foredeck are evidence of her ability—which she proved The Mariners Museum houses one of the most
on many occasions—to fight off aerial attackers. impressive collections of nautical memorabilia ever
Nowadays, children love to swing the guns to and fro, assembled. It would be possible to spend several days
firing at an imaginary enemy,
The North Carolina will never sail the seas again. models to full-size boats.

« .* _ _ _-. _ _
. . . _ j. m m .m

the exhibits, which range from miniature

But in her day, with a crew of 108 officers and 1772
enlisted men she was a formidable lighting ship. A

The collection in the main hall centres around a
lighthouse lens originally installed in a lighthouse at

museum on board describes the actions in which she Cape Charles, Virginia, in 1896.
won 12 battle stars. There are many dioramas Throughout the museum.
Most of the actions involved bombardments laid They illustrate, in three-dimensional form, the con

down to cover amphibious assaults. She was torpedoed structional methods used by shipbuilders throughout
on one occasion and a few of her crew were .

One
ed by the ages.

Some dioramas recreate historical incidents.bombs but her gunners shot down at least 24 attacking
planes. The North Carolina was the first new battleship depicts the building of the Ark. The scene is based on
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the best knowledge of that remote period oi" history unplanked to reveal the interior construction, The
rather than on the romanticised version of the event as group of figures on this ship is minutely detailed; it

imagined by artists. The Ark is shown as a house-on- impresses visitors with the uncanny skill of the crafts-

a-raft built solely to stay afloat rather than n a vessel man who built the models.

capable of making a voyage. The museum buildings surround an inner courtyard

One of the most graphic dioramas depicts an incident where full-scale vessels are exhibited—some exposed to

in the American Civil War—the battle between the the weather and others in barnlike shelters.

ironclads Monitor and Merrimack. It was fought in

Hampton Roads within a short distance of where the

museum now stands.

The most interesting vessels are midget submarines,
which several examples are shown. Their sleek

contrast with that of a broad-beamed
There are dozens of subsidiary collections—exhibits boat designed for use in the canals of Holland.

relating to sail-making, ship-building, navigation. One Many of the exhibits are operational. A pull on a

room devoted to the history of whaling houses a vast lever activates a model of a reciprocating engine. The
of scrimshaw—carvings made by sailors on action of a steam turbine is also shown.

In i\\Q courtyard, children go round and round a

capstan, hauling up an imaginary anchor, or work at

voyages that sometimes lasted for years.

The collections are constantiy brought up to dat

One outstanding series of models illustratin

development of the submarine includes miniatures of
the latest atomic-powered versions.

It is an indication of the prestige of the Mariners
Museum that it was able to acquire the collection of

assembled by the late President

The collection includes a model

the bilge pumps that bring water up from a well.

.-. .

1
' . .

,

.
-

•

>

. .

. . .

marine memo
John F, Kenn
ship presented to him by Nikita Kruschev.
The most interesting of all the models are those in

the Crabtrec collection. It is housed in a special

temperature and humidity controlled room. Sixteen

miniatures illustrate the progress of water transportation

from 1480 BC to 1845 AD,
It took August F. Crabtrec a lifetime of patient work

in build the models. The detailing is astonishing ; it is

so fine that magnifying glasses are mounted inside the

showcases so that visitors can get some appreciation
mjm Ma. »

of the care and skill which went into making Lhem.

. . -

.

. .-.
... .

.

The most elaborately carved vessel of the group is a

Venetian galleas. On it* stern and quarter, a solid mass
of 359 carvings re-creates in miniature the splendour of

a once-great Mediterranean power.
An English warship of King James II with 270

lifelike figures shows how ornamentation was used to

other powers and help to disguise the size of

the ship.

The father of yachting was King Charles II. One
model, richly decorated with carvings, shows how
vessels built purely lor pleasure originally appeared.

A model of an East Indiaman has been left partly
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T IS difficult to appreciate the fact that the large which could be described as modern, but the Council
towns of this country, had a very strong pro-tram had a pro-tram policy. However, even before the

up to a very short while before die decision Durham Road extension was opened in
was taken to scrap their tramways, in favour of buses;

i949>
Council decided that the trams would have to co

the
die

it is also difficult to realise that during the late !94o*s main argument being that the increased volume of road
traffic would make tramway operation very difficult. In
1950, Villette Road closed, and by 1954 die Sunderland
trams were no more.

It was with astonishment that the news of the
spite of this, did the tram disappear? The best Sheffield scrapping decision was received in 195 1. It

explanation is probably that the planners were no is true that, in 1949, the Council had ideas of abandoning

whilst the remnants of the pre-war tramways w
vanishing one by one, Sheffield, Glasgow, Leeds and
otiier centres defied the anti-tram trend of those days.
The question which therefore poses itself is: why, in

doubt thinking ahead to the time when almost every
family would have its own car, and untold congestion
would thus accrue.

tram at street level in the central area of the city, but
with a view to diverting them underground. The
Sheffield trams gave good service and were a delight,

Certain local events took place in those years, and it to ride on; consequently the decision appeared to be a
may be of interest to recall these in relation to each volte-face. Indeed, new cars were coming into service
tramway stronghold. Prior to 1939> Liverpool's tram- at the time of the above decision, and the last one
ways had expanded, new routes being opened in the went into service in 1952. The first route to be con-
1930's and new cars entering service. In 1932, the verted to buses was the Fulwood to Malin Bridge in
Corporation decided that the system should be modern- January, 1952. Prior to this, the section between

did have trolleybus Vulcan Road and Templeborough closed in Decembeand although Liverpool *r

proposals the trams appeared to have a very secure 1948, but this was due to the fact that Rotherham had
tenure. The condition of the Liverpool tramways at decided in favour of abandonment, and it was by no
the end of the last war was not, however, a very healthy means an indication of the shape of things to come in

War-time conditions required the use of trams Sheffield. Shortly after die closure of the Fulwood/one
for troop-carrying, and one or two other factors militated Malin Bridge economics
against large scale post-War tramway development.
The cost of rehabilitation would have been prohibitive.

So the decision was taken in 1945 to replace the entire to Aiiddlewood

in and noroute, „w«~.^^ v^rt"*** .^,

furdier abandonments took place until March, 1954,
when buses replaced trams on the route from Eccleshall

tramway system with diesel buses over a ten-year In September, 1952, Edinburgh announced that all

period. Nevertheless, very few persons known to the the trams would be replaced by buses. Earlier (1950)
author considered that Liv was a one route—a circular service—was converted to bus

the fact that the trams were doomed, the operation, but diere was no actual lobs of track, and
Transport Department carried through a programme of it was not diought at that period that Edinburgh was
overhauling the more modern elements in the tram
fleet, and certainly the streamliners looked very attrac-

tive in their new light green
th

interested in tram scrapping.
reached very easily.not

The 1952 decision was
rative costs of track

ere was a certain amount of opposition to the con
During 1948/9 renewals, and of acquiring new cars were assessed

version scheme; however, nothing came of this. Next
against the cost of replacement by buses, and of course,
die decision went in favour of the latter. Only two

came Sunderland. This town did not possess a system years earlier, new cars had entered service. So the
Edinburgh trams moved towards their demise.
Two new railcars had been put into service in the

Yorkshire city of Leeds in 1953. One would thus have
surmised that the future of the trams there was secure.
Tram supporters had visions of the streets of Leeds with
modern railcars traversing them. But this was not to be;
local politics appear to have played a part in the decision
to abolish the trams. The Conservative Party wished
to retain the tramway system, but die Party
considered they were out-of-date, and Labour won the
local elections in 1953. The first ill omen, however, wa •-"»

A

in the early part of the year, when it was announced
that the Kirkstall Abbey, and Half Mile Lane route -

would close.

and Kirkstall

Half Mile Lane closed in October, 1953,
At the time,in 1954.

however* no decision had been reached—there was only
talk in the air. It did appear very that the

No. 925 on Service No.
Street and Wavcrtrcc
built in 1937 and was
These were mounted
tars

4A (Pier Head/Child wall via Church
Road) in July, 1949. The car was
one of a batch of 25 (Nos. 918-942).

on Maley & Taunton bogies. 24 of the
went to Glasgow in 1953. The livery of the car is olive

green and cream. One indicator gives the destination and the

mm other the geographical route.

I
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One of the last additions to the fleet (No. 49) working the

Rockcr-Seaburti Circle in September, 1050. The car is a four-

wheeler mounted on Maley and Taunton Swing I ink trucks.

Note the central entrance, the pantograph and the obliterated

word * Sunderland *— a reminder of the 1939-45 War. During
1 9 1 names were removed from public transport vehicles to

prevent town identification.

modern railcars were running around Leeds and the

Transport Committee were in fact planning to remove
the trams from the streets,

placards announced ** Leeds'
Shortly afterwards the
trams to be scrapped ",

Labour would redeem its pledge. In November, rQ53,

the full conversion plans were made known. Some
routes had
we re sol

prior to IQ53* but such conversions
special circumstances After the

withdrawal of trams from both Kirkstall Abbey and
Gompton Road routes in March, 1954, over twelve
months elapsed before the next (Gipton) closure, in

April, 1955. It has been alleged that if Labour had
failed to win the local elections in 1953, the decision

to scrap the Leeds system would not have been made.
Next to be converted was Aberdeen. Early in 1955,

plans were announced for the replacement of all tram
routes by buses. Here,, as in the case of Edinburgh,
costs were compared, and the bus came out on to*3. A
lot of hard cash would have been necessary to effect a

pro-tram policy in Aberdeen 1 No,
the iu-ld of economic* were adverse 10 the tram in

nces in

is country ! In 1954 the Rosemount route closed

with a certain amount of ceremony, and so did the

Mannofleld in 1953. At the time this took place,

however, it was stated that no more tramway abandon-
ments in Aberdeen were envisaged; indeed, Queens
Cross Depot had only been built in 1949, and enlarged
in 1 95 1. Moreover, 20 new cars were placed in service

after the war. Things were not looking too bright
in Dundee cither; its system could not be regarded as

modern—in fact, the newest car in the fleet had been
constructed in 1930
were made, the futurem

debated in the Council Chamber

When the scrapping proposals

of the trams was vigorously

» many
being unconvinced that the bus was the

Councillors
solution.

Proposals to convert the Blackness, and Ninewells
routes were underway, and the conversions duly took
lace. So strong was the pro-tram feeling at the time,

lowever, that the overhead and track were left intact,

in case the bus services should prove unsuccessful. One
Councillor even went so far as to say that, if 1 lie buses
were not suitable, new trams would have to be ordered !

However, things did not work out in favour of the
trams, and the opposition to the replacement scheme
abated.

came Glasgow itself. Mr Fitzpayne,
Manager, made the recommendation, in May 1957,
that the trams should be gradually replaced, mainly
with buses. For two years Glasgow could not make
up her mind. As far back as 1953 the city had rejected

the report of a Transport «]| isston, as regards the
abandonment. In thepart dealing with tramway

Summer of 1955 Mr. Fitzpayne announced his plan to

reduce the tramway services over five years. Out of
25 services, 18 would remain. It was thus obvious
that Glasgow was endeavouring to avoid " taking the

The pertinent question anyone could ask
what will happen when the older cars becomewas

due for replacement ?
M was no market for

trams in Great Britain, and therefore the cost of new

Cars on the Down field route in ItiTiih No* 27 appears to be
the L,K.T.L. special car. Both cars are on FMB S/L trucks.
Note the bow collectors and the tact that there are two in-
dicators, Dundee had 103 cars in all mid most of them were
four- wheelers. Single-deck cars were also oncrated (Hilltown
route). The livery was light green and cream and the gauge

4 ft. 8* tn*.

cars and equipment was too great to be even considered.
Possibly, as has been suggested* if this country manu-
factured trams, as Germany does (Duwag) then the
position of Glasgow would have been quite different

m J 957—an interesting speculation, and one that

might put the finger on an essential part of the question.

The trams departed from the streets of Glasgow route

by route until the final one, Dalmuir West, was with-
drawn in September 1962.

Looking back in retrospect the question often arises

;

why, all other things being considered, did the tramway
strongholds fall ? Economics certainly played their

part, but there is one factor which seems to be largely

overlooked. Prior to scrapping decisions taken in the
above places, there had been suggestions from time to

time in one or two of them, including Glasgow, that

the trams should be replaced by some other form of
transport. Indeed, it has been stated that Sheffield

was the only municipality that never made one anti-tram

and Sheffield certainly had a tram fleet that

was modern to a reasonable degree, whereas other towns
did not approach anywhere near 40% in fleet modernity
The fall of the tramway bastions may be re

tragedy by enthusiasts but it was one that could not

have been averted. Tramway supporters can, however,
take comfort in the fact that at least some local

authorities did compare respective costs i.e. tram versus

indication that they were by no means
convinced that the bus provided the ultimate solution.

as a

a sure
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Dennis Horler

T^HERE IS little more exciting than watching thex various motions of the connecting rods, eccentrics
link motion of a steam engine. Unfortunately to

build a steam engine at home or at school calls for
precision machine work and the cost of a boiler to
power it.

This exercise provides you with the appearance of
steam engine motions without steam—ano
of using electro-magnetism to produce rotation.

Historical

James Watt made the first steam engine as we know
it in 1769* this was not a t success. It was

butimproved in 1774
engine received its steam at one end

Thewas only single acting.

of the cylinder
only, thus relying on the momentum or stored energy

Above and below: Two views of
Dennis Horler, litis reproduces the old steam morions
the aid of electricity that originally helped to displace steam.

the Conipluted engine by
with

i

I
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8

in the flywheel to return the pi on
D

backward Do It Yourself shop. The brass strip could be

stroke. This resulted

low efficient

unbalanced

In 78
acting engine

_ and very valance rail supplied by local stores for hanging cur-

v> tains. Coil wire, insulating material, terminals and

Watt took out a patent for the double BA nuts, bolts and washers can be obtained from

gine steam was applied radio repair stores or firms advertising in radio
"

magazines. The total cost of all components should
In this

tely to each end of the cylinder under control of

the slide valve operated by an eccentric from the not be more than 15/
crankshaft This produced better efficiency and more
uniform balanced rotation. The double acting force

is utilised in our magnetic version of the steam engine.

Principle of Operation

Construction
Full details are given in the drawings and therefore

step by step instructions are not necessary. It is

•

A crank is a means of converting a reciprocating

motion into a circular or rotating motion. An eccentric

does the opposite, it converts a circular motion into a

reciprocatin

our model makes use of both devices.

The double solenoid, with each coil

motion. As in a full size steam engine,

in op

ad-

visable" to make the base first by pining and gluing

the top to the side and end pieces and then fixing the

blocks. The hollow space beneath the base

provides clearance for the bolt heads or nuts and if

you wish ycu may conceal your wiring. At this stage

intend to use if different

posite directions pulls a central armature to each

opposite end if energised alternately. The coils are

energised by means of eccentric switches arranged to

make and break at the correct time in relation to the

position of the crank. The engine runs on 15 volts

AC or DC the running current is 1,8 amps with coils

each wound from £ lb, of 26 SWG enamelled copper

decide the size flywheel you
from that shown and cut the flywheel well to suit.

if you use thinner gauge

Check that the top surface of the wood bearing blocks

are level, as the shaft when fitted in the bearing

brackets must be reasonably horizontal or else it will

run to one side in operation.

The eccentrics can be made of brass, copper or alloy

but alloy is much easier to drill and tap. If you have

no suitable taps and use brass or copper you could

solder the eccentrics in position on the shaft, but this

would not make them so easy or convenient to ust.

The piston rod with its iron armature should pre-

sent no difficulty; J in. dia. brazing rod is ideal and

wire. This is not en
w ire—say 30 SWG and wind more turns the current

can be reduced and also the voltage. This is due to

the fact that the strength of the magnetic field is due

to the product Amps x No. of turns.

Materials
All materials used are easily obtainable, you may

modify the dimensions within reason to use what may
be found in your funk box. The shaft, flywheel and

. m

bearing brackets could be Meccano parts. Anv lathe being clamped in a vice. You can make a professional

most garages use this. You must remember to round

or chamfer the ends of the armature to prevent

or rubbing in the solenoid bore.

Perhaps the most tedious task is winding the solenoid,

this is best done on a lathe or in a handrill, the drill

work necessary could be done by the local garage or job if you solder a length of flex to each end of the

possibly a word with the school metal work teacher coil wire and cover it with a length of sleeving. Don t

may produce results. The wood can be obtained from forget to wind the second coil in opposite rotation to
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Wother soldered to shaft

i/r

2.1/2
I'

and fap 6

Drill 1/B
M

3/16" -J

Bran crank soldered

to end of *haft

FIG. 5. CRANKSHAFT AND CRANK. Detail 4,

Material - mild steel and brass

FIG. 7. CONNECTING ROD. Detail 6

Material - brass 1/16" thick

Drill 6 B.A. clear at each end

3.1/8"

FIG. B. SOLENOID SUPPORTS. Detai l 7

Mater ial - brass strip 3/8" * 1/16"

(curtain pelmet rod) 2 off required.

:.

ill 1/8" clear

rill 1/8" for J|
ood screws

loff erank lid e

1.1/8"

1.7/8"

Dimensions as for crank

side except for base

width.

FIG. A, BEARING BRACKETS. Detail 5

Material - Brass or mild steel 1/1 6" thick

3/8"

1 off flywheel side

5/9 H

Drtll 6 B.A. clear

Drill 6 6 IClear

Drill 1/8" clear

1.1/16"

Drill 4 B.A. clear

Drill 3 holes 4 B.A. clear for terminals

3 11

^V4'^3/4"-«J
M

Mark off end fixing hotel from Solenoid

assembly and drill 6 B,A P clear

FIG. 9. TERMINAL BLOCK. Detoil 9

Moterfol - Poxolin or similar 1/16" thick

1 . 5/8"

Drill 2 holes in each end 6 B.A, clear*

3 disci of 3/16" plywood required.

Each co!l wound with 1/4 lb, 26 s,w.g*

enamelled coil wire.

be

Ends and centre divider glued to dowel.

Arrow$ indicate direction of rotation of

coil turns.

FIG, 10, SOLENOID. Detail 8

Material -dowel and plywood*

dio
.

Armature soldered

to piston r

Dural crosshead.

Brass 'piston rod'.

Soft iron armature

i/S-'dia,

T

Drill and

tap 6 B*A.
FIG. 11. PISTON ROD ASSEMBLY. Detail 10.

1/4" dia*

shape

Term 12 volt AC or DC

O _—__

Position of eccentrics

shown dlagramatic only

FIG. 13, WIRING DIAGRAM

O
B

Contact brushes

—a
A

Terminal or soldered joint

on bearing block.

A Double wound
Solenoid

B

Drill 2 holes 4 B.A.

clear for terminals.

3/16

FIG. 12, CONTACT

Material - Brass Shim, Tinplote and Poxolin*

Poxolin sheet

Tinplote

holders

Drill 1/8 d to.

for wood screw

es soldered

to Tinptate

Crank fui* off

horizontal

Brush B must break contact with eccentric 8

just before Brush A makes contoct with eccentric

A. This must take place when crank Is just off

horizontal in direction of rotation!

FIG. 14. ADJUSTMENT OF ECCENTRICS

Continued on page 31 behind the 24 page RIKO catalogue
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FIG. 2. FLYWHEEL. Detail I

Motefiol -Mild Steel. 1/4

Drillgfxflep4B.A.

—

—

Drill t/8"el«r

This close-up view of the tolcnoid coils
shows how the terminal connections and
solenoid brackets are fixed in place. Note
the use of plastic slewing over the coils.

'

r

FIG. 4. IAS£p Dfiail 2.^^—

Material - Wfwtxzd and tali *e»d 4-
YI6" Drill to iuir fannfoili

V4 Plywood lop glufld d".J pirmecj to bow «dlft

Petition of So ferns tf

Position df hearing*

fhavrn thodtd

1.1/2

The heretwo eccentrics can be seen
mounted on the crankshaft. IF you can*
not find a suitable flywheel a local
engineering shop can machine one up.

Cut out to ctm n^nrht-ol

Sloc^i glued or*d pipne^ to taie
Soft wood tsifl*

the The solenoid built as an entirely
complete with fixing brackets and k

engine, it's now ready for the test bed I Check to

This can then be used for other models or experiments
ch as an Old Ti Engine. Note that all

see that it runs
produce easy rotation

and you should be able to

the flywheel by pushing and .

coil ends are brought out to the terminal block
The contact strips

brassof

renew
holdei

bent as shown and are made

e

D
by

m. Provi
• *

is made to
re

to the relatively high
cements to the tin pi

cm

pulling the end of the piston rod to and fro. Make
sure all bolts are tight except of course the pivot bolts

at each end of the connecting rod.

Next you must adjust the eccentrics, this is clearly

shown in the drawing. Oil all bearings and

action and high speed rotation the contacts
quire replacement after several hours running

Setting to work

g parts with a little light oil and apply a thin
re

Now that you have

rill and

grease or vaseline to the contact brushes.

Now wire up to a 15 volt AC or DC supply, switch

on and the engine should rotate, gradually building

up speed. If the engine does not rotate but only hums
Metely assembled your give the flywheel a helping turn, and away she goes.

r ill 1/8"'

clear

ti

/;

FIG. 3.

off req

ECCENTRIC. Detail 3.

uire

Material Dural
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" MATCHBOX » Motorwav
The producers of " MATCHBOX

models, Lesney Products, have introduc
economical method of

H
>

it - -y

.*.\' .

,

MATCHBOX ca rs *

motonsing
This is a
onJy id. t

the model.

an
your
virnple attachment, costing
which fits onto the bottom o

I'hc Motorway's big advantage is that
there are no troublesome electrical con-
tacts under the track sections. The only
electrical connections arc from the hand
controller* to the batteries or trans-
formers, and from the track back to the
transformers*
As batteries can be used, children can

play safely out of doors without fear of
damp grass or electric shocks. The
models can be raced against one another
or in opposing lines of traffic.
The track itself, or the " MATCH-* Flyover as it is called, builds up

into a figure of S and consists of 13 ft.
of track complete with bridge and its
supports, two hand controllers, to drive

and Stickers, two soiral drive unit*

.•.

v.' w

pins
*t M

Corgi's

Price 22/6d,
Chilly Chitty Bang Bang

nstruction book plus two
V m?<tos all costing 95/-. An

extension kit is also to be marketed allow-
ing 1 6 different track layouts to be built.

t I
rnorc

'
this Motorway concept is

to be backed up with an adequate spares
sen-ice.

The latest
from Corgi
Broccoli's
Bang '

and most delightful
theis star
Chitty Chitty

Town Car byThe
Monogram
The chosen car for the well-to-do

people m the 1030's was the Duesenbcrg,
off which the most elegant was the
Murphy- bodied Town Car. Monogram
has reproduced a!] the feeling and detail

motorcar in their latest
kit, cosnng 46/-.
1 : 24 scaje model of the

Car is made un of

which
c car

are

reproduced a!l
of this famous
Cassic Series

_ram*s
Duesenbcrg
M3 highly detailed parts in black, white,
clear and chrome. The model has a re-
movable bonnet which reveals a 320 h.p.
straight eight engine and supercharger.
*"?. P*? 5 interior, chassis, etc., are
reahstrcaly detailed, even down to the
whitewall tyres which are moulded
white and so do not require paintin
The body work is finished in gloss blac
wuh black simulated leather top and
interior.

in

At first sight the car looks remarkably
like a gentleman's 4/5 seater rounng
carnage that was common in the early
twenties \ But on close inspection, one

finds hidden beneath the running boards,
a pair of wings which are automatically
opened with a touch of the handbrake.
A so, at the front and rear of th
can be found stabilisers,
manually operated.

' Chitty \ measuring 6fl inches overall,
is graced with an array of shininu in-
struments. These include a pair of
gleaming brass Marchal head-lamps, an
oval brass radiator, a polished aluminium
bonnet retained by a Brooklands safety-
strap, and four outside exhaust pipes.
On either side of the brass-bound wind-

screen are jewelled sidclamps. A spare
tyre, which awaits use. and a snake
tubular hom are fitted on the off-side.
The upholstery is of course padded and
the instruments* panel is silver plated,

is ideal as an ornament for a
shelf but not. we think, as a child's
toy as it is rather delicate for
handling.

rough

Airfix H.M.S
1

in 50 ft.

Decern

built,

in. Scale. Price 5/2d.
HJVLS. Fearless, launched in

bcr 1963, is, along with her sister
Intrepid, the largest British naval vessel
to be designed and built since World
War II. It is equipped to transport and
land Army units and to act as floating
headquarters during amphibious oper-
itions.

m
The kit, which, when own, measures

just over 10 inches long, has two heli-
copters, six landing craft (4 LC.Aj and
2 L.QM.s), motor whaler and
cutter, dinghy* and life rafts.
The ship itself has floodlights, Sea

Cat launchers and 40 rn.m. guns. Also
stern ramp can be raised and lowered

as can the forward and midships gang-
ways.

Inclusive of all this are
and painting instructions,
display stands.

motor

full assembly
transfers and

Cf
The

The T'rantula by Monogram
T'ranruia is one of a series of
Cars " which includes the Beer

Wagon, Garbage Truck and Red Baron,
all costing 30/Qd,
Except for the Model * T ' radiator

shell gas tank and motometer, theT rantula (a representation of a dragster)
completely up-to-date with a highly

detailed 427 SOHC Ford engine fearur-
a split G.M.C. supercharger. The

Model

ts

mg
exhaust heads are shaped like spider
legs and the spoiler at the front is de-
signed like a pair of spider pincers. The
model is moulded in " spider green
with many chrome parts, A'so inc'u^ed
in the kit is a ij inch Tarantula spider

*>

and ptn back. The spider can be
played with the model or worn
lapel or as a tie tack.

on
dis-
the

This i 24 scaTe od can
n!ayed in either wheelte position
front wheels off the ground or
four-panel , blossomed chute

be dis-

with the
with the

in position.

The Jet King Rlowtnrch
The Walter Kidde Company Ltd. has

brought out an amazing imilti-mirpnse
called the Jet King Blowtorch.

This fantastic little tool solders, brazes.
\ leaks and wirine, plumhine, lights

Urea and countless other
by a gas fl

1 led

too1

fobs. Powered
*_ ,- . , , cartridge, the Blowtorch
fits lightly mto the hand enabling finger-
ttp comm! to reach those normally in-
accessible places with precision and ease.
There is both a blowtorch (which

Top rhjht: The Lesney Products Motm--
«*7- $kl!*™A fa the basic layout. The"MATCHBOX" cars are motorized hv
the use of a simple attachment costing 1d.
Ahove left: Corel's Chitty Chitty
Bang shown In full flight with Its
sorcad out. Left; The sleek Duesenherg
Town Car by Monogram, which is made
»n of 143 highly detailed parts in black,
white, clear and chrome plated plastic.
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develops a pinpoint flame of
j?rces) and soldering
allows delicate and

de

johs to bC
iridges are
pack, each
45 mi

Full

3,500
attachment, which
intricate soldering

carried out. Two gas car-
included with the display

charger giving approximately
continuous burning.

instructions for use are printed
flO the teverse side of the display pack,
The cost of this worthwhile little gadget,
which incidentally should be a part of
every handyman's tool kit, is only 35/-.

Eagle's Non-slip Rulers
One of the most popular precision

rulers on the continent has been in-
troduced to the United Kingdom by the
Eagle Pencil Company Limned*

Lincx Super Ruiers, as they are called,
arc made from clear acrylic plastic. Their
unique and most useful feature is their
non-slip property which is achieved by
rubber strips which are countersunk
on the underside of the rulers.

The rulers are available in four sizes:

8 inch, 12 inch, 16 inch and 20 inch,
The 8 inch and 12 inch rulers have one
rubber strip and one acrylic rib. The
acrylic rib enables the ruler to be
along without leaving the paper. The
16 inch and 20 inch lengths have, how-
ever, 2 rubber strips which allow a
firmer grip that is necessary with these
lengths

Rulers are fully bevelled
metric and inch (to 1/16)
The prices arc; 8

Linex Super
and have both
measurements.
S/6d.; 12 in*

pnecs
8/od

.
; 16 in.

in*

ii/7d.,
and 20 in.—i5/3d.

Corgi's Chevrolet SS 350 Gamaro.
Price 9/0d.
The latest Corgi model to be released

with the Golden Jacks wheel-changing
system is the Chevrolet SS 350 Camaro.
Very much a sportsman's car, the
Carnal© -i special features include con-
cealed headlights and air intakes in the
bonnet to feed the 4-barrel carburetter
of the 295 h.p, V-8 engine.
Both :hese details are reproduced

the model. The headlight covers
operated by levers mounted

m
below

front bumper and the air inta
silver

The nose of the car is emphasised by
a black stripe, known to Chevrolet owners
au a i€ front accent band *\ The
able black hood, which incorporates the
rear window, attaches neatly to the top
of the windscreen and the luggage shelf
behind the rear seats.

Two opening doors are provided to
give easy access to the tipping front seats,
also silver p!ated gear lever and, of
Course, the Golden Jacks.

in
are
the

a »tFighting Planes of the Thirties
by Monogram
Monogram has announced the addition

of three unique bi-plane 3 to their line of
1 : 72 scale military aircraft.

These three aircraft, the Curtiss Hawk
P-6E, the Boeing RiB-4 and the Curtiss
Goshawk, are probably the most famous
planes flown by the LLS, during the
i93o's,

The Curtiss Hawk was the last of a
oi the

the
series ol planes that once Hew in
Schneider Trophy races. Used by
Army Air Corps, it carried two .30
calibre machine guns and had a maximum
speed of 198 m.p.h.
The Hoeing F4B-4 was the last bi-

p!anc built by Boeing and was used by
the Navy until shortly before World
War 11. Its armament was two #30
calibre machine guns, and had a top
speed of 184 m.p.h.
The Curtiss Goshawk served in the

famous •* High Hat M squadron aboard
the carrier U.S.S. Saratoga from 1933
to j 938, With a wing-span of only 31
feet, the Goshawk had a top speed oi

198 m.p.h. Its armament consisted of
two .30 calibre machine guns and a 500
lb. bomb.
Each of these three Monogram bi-

f>lanes have their wing struts and main
anding gear moulded complete wTith the
fuselage halves for ease of assembly and
alignment of parts. All of these kits

are complete with detailed pilot figure,
colourful decals and display stand.
As well as buying these individual kits,

Monogram has created a 3-in-i combin-
ation kit of these planes called <f

ing Planes of the Thirties *\
Pight-

Oberg
New

files

from the Obcrg range are
specifically designed to make

easier. Each file has a course
fast and easv cutting, and a fine side

A specially
bonded to

three
tiling

for
for
dc-
the
the

easy cutting,
making a smooth finish,
signed plastic handle is

file for life and fits comfortably in
hand of the user.
The file at the top of the picture is

specially for working with laminated
plastics and costs 8/6d. The middle one
is primarily for woodworking and costs
7/6d., and finally the bottom one which
is intended for use with metal also costs
7/6d . ;

We have used all three files extensively
modelon

and
plastic

the blades
stant use.

making
find them

handle
most

is very
remain s

and household tasks,

sati sfactory . The
comfortable, and
even con

IV

t
"•

I

M.

The Boeing S.S.T. by Monogram
n .S.T. the

dc-
f

rings 3.3.1, supersonic jet,

most talked about aeroplane of the
cade, has been made into a 1 : 4
scale kit by Monogram. Based on the
latest Boeing specifications, Alonogram's
S.S.T. kit is the only one to feature the
forward stabilising canard wings just aft
of the cockpit and the new elongated
tail.

Monogram has, in dose
with United Air Lines,
decal markings after the
United will ny in the
As expected from

co-operation
designed the
S.S.T.'s that

mid-i 970*8.

a Monogram kit,

there is a high degree of detailing. Also
featured in the model is a sculptured
display stand and movable main wings to
resemble both low speed and high speed
configurations,

Top left: The Walter Kidde Jet
Blowtorch which has a soldering attach
mcnt, is the multi-purpose tool
handyman. Above: The

or every
rtiss Hawk

P-6E, the Boeing F4B-4 and the Curtiss
Goshawk by Monogram* each costing
10/1Id. Bottom left: The three new
Oberg files used for working plastic,
wood, and metal. Below: All four sizes
of the Linex Super Rulers, describing

their non-slip quail tics,

.%

I^ffi
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by Spanner
Below: Doug McHard of Meccano Ltd. talking to Leslie
Dougal about bis portable electric Astronomical Clock. This
is a masterpiece, keeping as perfect a time as A.C. mains will
allow. Not only docs it show local time by the main hands,
but it aka incorporates separate dials showing Greenwich
Mean Time, the phases of the moon and the state of the tide.

. fe

fn addition, it strikes the hour and half-hour and includes a
special " night cord *' which, when pulled, causes the clock
to strike the nearest hour. (That's for people who wake up
in the night and don't want to put the light on to find out
the time !) Some idea of the intricate mechanism Inside the

Clock can be obtained from the close-up view, below left.

N SEPTEMBER 28th, I was privi together
with John Franklin, our Editor,

McHard, Marketing Manager of Meccano Ltd,> to

Doug.

attend the Annual General Meeting of the
Midlands Meccano Guild, held in the St. John's
Ambulance Brigade Hall at Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwickshire. Although we have mentioned the
Midlands Adeccano Guild in the M.M. on several
occasions, this was the first time I had actually attended
one of its functions or met any of its members, other
than the hard-working Guild Secretary, Mr. Bert Love
of Birmingham. Looking back, I can truthfully say 1

was delighted that my colleagues and myself accepted
the Guild's invitation to go along. We had a thoroughly
enjoyable met a host of interesting people, were
well-fed by a team of cop-flight caterers (co-opted
wives of Guild members 1) and, perhaps most important
from my point of view, had the opportunity to study
a vast selection of Meccano models built by members
and transported—over considerable distances in some
cases—to Stratford to be exhibited,

" Interest "—this is the word which typifies the
Midlands Meccano Guild, All its members
least, all those whom I

interested in the Meccano
at Stratford,

or, at

are keenly
system. They show a

genuine interest in Meccano models of all types and
they are, of course, deeply interested in their own
Guild. Judging from the models on display at the
Meeting, diey are also expert model-builders. In fact,

I was amazed not only by the wide variety of models
exhibited, but also by the skill with which they had

built, as well as by the engineering problems that
had been met and ingeniously overcome.
Some of die photographs we took at the meeting are

on these pages, but these show only a few
of the many models that were present. One of those
which is not shown was a model of a 1903
used early this century by Bradford City
This was of special interest to me as it was built

from building instructions I wrote for the June and
July 1968 issues of the M.M. and it proved that our
building instructions can at least be followed.
You may be wondering why this should be of

concern, yet the fact is that, while I must have described
literally thousands of models for the M.M., hardly
any readers have ever let me know that they have
successfully built a model from the details given. Mind
you, hardly anyone has ever written to say that they
were not able to build a model, either !

At this point I should mention other worthy models
not illustrated, but to do so would require far more

Just about every other
falls into the " worthy "

space than 1 have available

model displayed at the Meetin
category and so, as it would not be fair to mention some
and not others, I must content myself with congratu-
lating all exhibiting members of the Midlands Meccano
Guild on their—take it from me—excellent construc-
tions and with apologising to those deserving members
we have been unable to mention.

1
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One of the star attractions of the Midlands

While the Midlands Meccano Guild will not
accept, for display, models built beneath a
certain constructional standard, they do
not prohibit Outfit models or even Manual
models. Here we see Guild Secretary, Bert
ove with a splendid little tram produced

from the contents of the Junior Power
Drive Set. The model is fully operational,
drawing its power from an overhead electri-

fied wire. The wire, of course, as well as its

supports and the rails, is not in the Outfit.

The beautiful and highly detailed traction

engine on the right was constructed by
Dennis Perkins. This model drew special

attention because of the intricate detail

and all of the brass parts being well polished.

This model moved very realistically and
was only one of Dennis's exhibits at the
Guild meeting. Our photograph at the top
of this page shows Dennis's other model
the Giant Blocksetting Crane Super Model.

Meccano Guild A.G.M. was a Giant Block-
setting Crane built by Dennis Perkins of

Rugby A modified and much-improved
version of the model featured in pre-war
Super Model Leaflet No 4 it really is

enormous with a boom well over 5 ft. in

length and a drive arrangement which
enables it to correctly perform all the
movements carried out by the full-size

prototype. Dennis is showing the Editor
one of the model's many points of interest.

m-powered machines have always been
popular with modet-builders. Hind
marsh based his 3 ft. long Steam Ploughing
Engine model on a 19th century prototype
and described how engines of that period
had the main driving wheels and flywheel at

the smoke box end of the boiler, being steer-

ed from the fire-box end. They incorporated
two large powered cable drums, the plough-
ing implement being slung from a cable
which ran from one drum, round a pulley
situated at the opposite side of the field

to the engine, and back to the other drum.
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South Kensington Science Museum, while a first class
reproduction was displayed recently at the Chichester
Model Engineering Exhibition.
An article on electric pendulum clocks appeared in

the Meccano Magazine early in 1925 when the method
of operation of the Hipp clock was explained in detail,
but it vvas not until 1935 that the first Meccano Clock
operating on the Hipp system was shown to be possible.
Since then, Hipp -type clocks in Meccano have appeared,
although not too frequently, and I have myself produced
the example featured in tlic accompanying illustrations.

Relatively few parts are required to build the model,
but some care is needed in its construction and
adjustment.
The base is built up on a 6 in. Circular Plate 1,

towards the edge of which four Threaded Bosses are
attached by Angle Brackets. Four 1 in. Pulleys with
Motor res are secured, one each, on four I in

Dougal, M.B.E.. M.T.A.I.

Screwed Rods held in the Threaded Bosses by Grub
Screws, these four Pulleys forming the feet of the
Clock and serving to level it. A Hub Disc 2 is now
completely filled in by i\ x U in. Flexible Plates, then,
to the underside of the construction, three

URING THE first half of the nineteenth century
clock-makers began to turn their attention to the

electric clock and many electrically-driven pendulum

Bush Wheels are fixed, one at the centre and two at
positions immediately below the two front pillars, as
shown in the illustrations. Three 8 in. Rods 3 are
clamped in the bosses of the Bush Wheels, each front

fitted with a | in. Flanged Wheel 4, a
Adaptor 5, a { in. Pulley without boss 6 and

a Short Coupling 7. At their upper ends, these front

clocks were produced.
#
A very simple electric clock fogfem fitted ^jyormsfy desofflgonjuggoses,

was devised by Hipp in 1842 and, by the middle of
the century, these were being produced commercially
at Neuchatel to grace the mantelpieces of the Victorian

era, Very few indeed of these interesting timepieces
remain, but an excellent example can be seen at the

',

1

Next, two Elektrikit Cylindrical Coils 8, fitted with
are bolted to a il in. Insulating Flat Girder 9

and the whole assembly is secured to Hub Disc 2 as
shown, a Collar on the shank of each securing Bolt
acting as a spacer.

At this point, the Huh Disc is clamped to the Circular
by four f in. Bolts 10, then seven Formed Slotted

Strips 11 are bolted together and fitted loosely round
the Pulleys to mask the feet and so give a better
appearance.

In the case of the gear train, the front and back
plates providing the Rod mountings are identical, each
consisting of a 2i x zh in. Flat Plate 12 extended by
a ii x ik in. Flat Plate 13. The lower corners of
Plates 12 are joined by a unit 14 consisting of a Coupling
in which an Adaptor for Screwed Rods is held. Note
that the front Plate is attached by a Bolt passed through

where it is held by the
the Plates are

the Plate into the

Coupling's Grub Screw, At tne top,
joined by a 2 in. Screwed Rod 15 and by a Double
Bent Strip 16, overlayed by a i£ in. Strip, both being
attached to the Plates by Angle Brackets. The Plates
are now fitted to the pillars, the front pillars being
inserted into the Couplings of units 14, while the centre
pillar is fitted with a Rod and Strip Connector 17,
bolted to rear Plate 12.

Next to be attached is the pendulum support 18
which consists of two Angle Bracket held by two i| in.

Bolts locked to the top of rear Flat Plate 13. The
pendulum is supported by a pendulum spring supplied
by a small piece of razor blade a little over an inch in

length. This pendulum spring is carefully produced
ipby clamping a razor blade een two 2 A in.

and removing both cutting edges with a pair of pliers.

A general rear view of Mr. Dougal's Pendulum Clock, Note,
the interference suppressor shown at X is not essential.
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The ends of the blade are removed in a similar manner \ . made. Coils 8 are connected in series, one
The gear train itself is now produced. Mounted on a

2 in. Rod 19, journalled as shown in Flat Plates 13, are
a Ratchet Wheel 20, boss outwards, a Worm Gear 21 » insulated from the frame and

going
jto the source of supply, the other being taken up the
\ central pillar to an Elektrikit 1 in. Wiper Arm

towards
3*.
the

and a Collar. The Worm engages with a 57-teeth back of the clock. The model illustrated uses some
Gear 22 on a ik in. Rod mounted in Double Bent pre-war Meccano electrical parts, but Elektrikit parts

Strip 16 and its iA in. Strip. This Rod also carries a .,\ are easily substituted. A 2 in. Bent Wiper Arm 32 is

i in. Contrate Wheel 23 which meshes with a i in. now fitted to a 1 X 1 in. Angle Bracket, earthed to the
of the clock, the other side of the source of

25, this latter Pinion engaging with a loose 60-teeth ' supply also being connected to the frame.
The pendulum consists of a 5 in. Rod 33, connected

Pinion 24 on a 2 in. Rod also carrying a ft in. Pinion

Gear on the minute hand shaft which is a 1

in. Rod 1

rrying

front end, a 57-teeth Gear 27, loosely mounted.
at its rear end a £ in. Pinion 26 and, at the to a 2 in. Screwed Rod 34 by means of a Threaded

A Boss and Rod Socket, The pendulum bob is a 2$ in.

Collar on the end of the minute hand shaft is separated Cylinder 35 fitted with i£ in. Flanged Wheels. A
from loose Gear 27 by a Washer. Note that the 6o-teeth sheet of lead is formed into a sleeve and slipped inside

Gear on the minute hand shaft is held between a Collar the Cylinder before fitting, care being taken to ensure
and a 1 in. Pulley with Motor Tyre, thus providing a 'that the whole bob runs freely on the pendulum. The
simple clutch. bob can be raised and lowere

iv on
dby means of a Threaded

In mesh with Pinion 26 is a 50-teeth Gear on a 2 in. Boss mounted on Screwed Rod 34 * on the

Rod also carrying a 1 in. Gear. This Gear engages with lower end of the pendulum is an armature built up
a similar 1 in. Gear 28 on another 2 in. Rod that carries from three ik in. Strips 36 fixed with lock-nuts to

a f in. Pinion which with a second 50-teeth Screwed Rod 34. The air gap between the armature
Gear 29 on a Rod carrying a A in. Pinion 30. This last and the Cores should be as small as possible.

Pinion engages with Gear Wheel 27 to complete the

12 I hour hand drive

At its upper end, the pendulum is now fitted with
three Collars and an End Bearing 37, the latter being

Four Reversed Angle Brackets are now bolted to bolted to the earlier-mentioned pendulum spring, the
front Plate 12, than a simple cardboard face is fixed to other end of which is clamped between Angle Brackets

their free lugs with impact adhesive. Two hands are 18 with Washers being used for packing purposes
cut from stiff card, the hour hand being fixed to the

boss of
Screwed into one threaded bore of each of the two

Wheel 27 and the minute hand to the upper Collars on the um is a Long Threaded
back of a Collar holding the Gear in place, impact Pin on the end of which a Collar is mounted In one
adhesive again being used in both cases. case, this Collar is fitted with a Small Threaded Pin 38
At this stage, the electrical connections should be upon which Washers are placed to balance the pendulum,

This overall view of the model clearly

shows its comparatively simple con-
struction.

Another view of the Clock showing
of the base and elevated
mechanism supports*

st ruction
A small but accurate electrically-driven
Pendulum Clock, working on the Hipp
system, designed and built by L, R.

Dougal JWLB.ii,* M,*T\A.L
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23-

24

25

while, in the other case, the Collar is fitted with a
second Long Threaded Pin
Strip Connector is attached.

39, to which a Rod and
A thin " L "-shaped piece

of wire is attached by a lock-nut to this Rod and Strip
Connector to rest on the upper teeth of Ratchet Wheel
20. Thus, when the pendulum is vibrating, the Ratchet
Wheel is advanced tooth by tooth.

Another Rod and Strip Connector 40 is loosely fitted

to the lower of the three Collars at the top of the
pendulum and, in it, is fixed a small length of Axle
Rod brought to a sharp edge with a file. A small piece
of Flexible Plate in

a gi-'

by J in. wide is formed into

41 and bolted to 2 in. Bent Wiper Arm 32,
then the Collar carrying the Rod and Strip Connector
widi its sharpened Rod is lowered until the Rod rests

on one side or the other of the bridge, (A Centre Fork
could be substituted for the sharpened Rod, if available.)

The whole clock is now levelled fore and aft and side
to side using a spirit level. With the pendulum at rest,

the armature should be in the position shown in the
illustrations. When the pendulum is swung, the
sharpened Rod should travel backwards and forwards
over bridge 41 and, as the amplitude of the swing
decreases, the time will arrive when the Rod fails to

clear the bridge, but rests on top. On its return beat,
the pendulum will cause the Rod to press downwards
on the bridge, closing the contacts, energising the
solenoids and attracting the armature. As the pendulum
passes dead centre, the contacts should open and this

action must take place before the armature reaches the
edge of the solenoid Cores.

Being mounted on the Insulating Flat Girders, the
A close-up view of the drive gearing and pendulum connection. solenoids are capable of slight adjustment as they are

fixed to Hub Disc 2 by the centre elongated hole. Hie
sharpened Rod can also be adjusted by rotating the
Collar slightly one way or the other and the Clock is

re-levelled by adjusting the feet until satisfactory

operation is achieved.
The Clock will operate from an A.C. or D.C. source

of between 6 and 9 volts, although A.C. voltages of
up to 13 volts are quite permissible. Once adjusted,

Another close-up view of the Clock showing the initial drive
gearing and the electrical contacts controlling the solenoids.

the Clock is most reliable, will keep excellent time and
call for no attention. The Clock shown in the illus-

trations has now been operating for more than 18
months. A spark quench circuit (suppressor), consisting
of a condenser and resistor have been incor
but this is a refinement which is not altogether essential

one of the photographs you will see the model
ed in a transparent case. This was simply made

from double glazing clear plastic which can be bought
at most ironmongers. A tube is formed and joined
with Sellotape, then bolted to a Circular Girder, also

fitted with a disc of clear plastic. The case, of course,
serves to keep out the dust and moisture present in the
atmosphere, thus greatly increasing the life of the Clock.

PARTS REQUIRED

2--164
1--166
2--173a
1--179
-188

3--212
7--215
I--216
1--502
2--542
1--508
2--522
2--528 1

1--531
1--^3
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LUTHER KING was born in Atlanta,
-L*-"- Georgia, on January, 15th 1929 of a familiy in
comparatively easy circumstances. His fatlier was a
Baptist clergyman and bis mother was a school-teacher.
He was educated at Morehouse College and Crozer
Theological Seminary and, following a post-graduate
course at Boston University, was awarded a doctorate paring for a mammoth Civil Disobedience Campaign
of philosophy. He spent some time in India where to oblige Congress to ensure work and a steady income
the life and teachings of Mahatma Gandhi made a for all. By his moderation, Dr. King was beginning to
profound impression on him.

In 1954 he was appointed pastor of the

alienate the Black Power extremists, but he had also
incurred the hatred of fanatical racists and he knew

Church in Montgomery, Alabama, a town in which the that, sooner or later, an attempt would be made on his
Negro ion were vi denied basic human
rights. He soon became involved in local politics and 1968 he said,

In a speech at Memphis Tennessee on April 4th
u~ :j a t ii t u «t__ .._ t___T _everyone I would like to have a

organised a Social and Political Action Committee with long life, but this matter does not disturb me much.
a view to inducing his parishioners to take an interest 1 want to be the instrument of the Will of Providence
in the problems of the Community. The following who has allowed me to climb up the mountain,
year he began his long, yet pacific, struggle for th that height I have seen the Promised Land. It may be
peaceful conquest of the right of living as human beings," that I shall not be able to reach it with you, but 1 want
as he put it. He organised a boycott of Montgomery's you to know that our black people shall reach the
segregated buses and, after 382 days, the civic authorities Promised Land. That is what makes me happy, and
gave way. Overnight Dr. Martin Luther King was causes that I fear nothing." A few hours later, at 6 p.m.,
hailed as a hero by American Negroes.
His next move was to organise " sit-ins "-non- shortly afterwards.

he was shot down by a sniper outside his hotel and died

violent demonstrations and the At his funeral thousands lined the to pay
systematic, occupation of establishements resorting to their last respects to this man of peace and many of
racial segregation, xMarches and demonstrations went the world's leaders were among those who escorted
on successively, culminating in the great Civil Rights the coffin, on a humble mule-cart, to its burial place
demonstration of August 28th 1963 when a quarter of Among those present was Senator Robert Kennedy,
a million people, including 60,000 whites, gathered in a prominent Civil Rights worker, who was soon to die
front of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington. Dr.
King delivered his most memorable speech, stating,

I dreamed that my four children shall live in a country
where will no
colour of their skins,

be according to the

by an assassin's bullet himself.

World reaction to Dr. King's murder was dramatic
spontaneous. Many of the emergent nations of

and Asia have issued stamps in the past few

that one
according to their 4esefts; months, ironically publicising Human Rights Year

sons of former es and former but also honouring the memory of Martin Luther King.
enslavers shall sit together at the same table, fraternally." Perhaps the finest of these stamps was the 100 frs.

Later in the same year the United States
passed the first law concerning Civil Rights
December 10th Martin Luther King was awarded
Nobel Peace Prize—the youngest man ever to receive
it. In his speech of acceptance he said, " Non-violence
is a weapon unprecedented in history, that cuts without
wounding, and ennobles the man using it.

recess-printed in black, which was issued on July 29th
by Rwanda. The stamp is printed in a miniature
sheet containing, in French, a famous quotation from

readyone of Dr A man who isn't

to die for something, is not capable of living."

Several countries in the British Commonwealth
have issued stamps bearing his portrait. They range

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, however, proved to from India and Nigeria to Western Samoa. In the
be insufficient to improve the lot of the Negroes and West Indies straightforward portrait stamps were
other under-privileged sections of the American com- released by St. Lucia and St. Kitts-Nevis, The three
munity In 1966 he took his crusade for racial equality stamps from the Turks and Caicos Islands show a
to the North On July 10th he marched at the head of

the Chicago City Hall re, in the

Dr. Martin
a procession to

manner of his illustrious namesake,
Luther, at Wittenberg 450 years earlier, he nailed to the with a knight's sword
door his demands for housing, welfare, education and portrait. St. Vincent's three stamps feature a profile

procession, with banners headed " Work," " Freedom "

and " Justice," with King's portrait in the foreground.
The two stamps of the Virgin Islands depict a Bible,

gauntlet, as well as his

jobs reforms.
At the end of 1967 he announced that he was pre- the background.

of Dr. King, with a view of Negro cotton-pickers in
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contact, by an electronic navigation system smaller
than the drawer of a filing cabinet and about the same
weight as a standard electric typewriter.
Each 747 delivered to an ine will cost about

$20,000,000, or £8,330,000, and a lot of people must
wonder if any aeroplane is worth that much.
answer must be

«.
Yes

*1

y

The
or Pan American would not

queue
have

with an

John W. R. Taylor

have been so eager to be first in the
order for 25 ; nor would B.O.A.C.
British government for permission to buy eleven at a
time when we are so short of dollars.

The reason why 26 airlines so far put down
deposits on a total of 157 Boeing 747s was well summed
up by Pan American's former chairman, Juan Trippe,

"DOEING'S MODEL 747 "jumbo jet", the largest when he said that he expected each of his
passenger airliner ever built, will begin its flight

round about the time that this issue of Meccano
747s to cany annually four times as many passengers
across the Atlantic as did that great ocean liner the

Magazine is published. The target date of December 17 Queen Mary. It is a measure of the work being done
is the 65th anniversary' of the first-ever powered aeroplane by airlines today that Pan Am requires an initial fleet
flights, by Orvi lie and Wilbur Wright. Like their frail of 74?s equivalent, on this basis, to 100 Queen Marys,
wood-and-canvas biplane, the 747 opens a completely
new chapter in man's conquest of the air.

No existing factory was big enough to house it. accommodate about 38 tons of baggage "and freight,
Before Boeing could begin to manufacture the prototype, equivalent to 3,400

Up to 490 passengers can be carried by a single 747

;

in addition, the below-deck holds are big enough to

average pieces of luggage—all of
which can be loaded or unloaded in under seventhey had to cut down a pine forest at Everett in the State __ . __

of Washington, U.S.A., and erect the world's largest minutes. More usually, the 747 will be equipped to
building on the site. The prototype began to take shape carry 363 passengers, made up of 57 first class and 306
within the 160 million cu. ft. workshops even before economy class, with a separate eight-seat lounge.
they were finished, and was completed a mere 2| years
after Boeing decided to produce it.

Passengers will board the 747 through five double
width doors on each side of the fuselage. From the main

The 747 is beautifully proportioned and so like the cabin, a spiral staircase leads to the upper deck, at
707 in appearance that it is difficult to appreciate at the front of which is die flight deck for a crew of three
first glance just how big it is. The passenger cabin is or four. All kinds of bright ideas have been put forward
185 ft. long, which is more than 1 k times die length of for utilising the space on the upper deck aft of the crew
the first of Orville Wright's historic 1903 ihts Its accommodation. There is room for one or two private
width of over 20 ft. permits ten-abreast seating without staterooms, with beds, or a "flying boardroom
making passengers feel like human sardines in a can, businessmen, or for the kind of office found on a ship,
because there are two aisles and the ceiling is as high in which officials can check passports and other docu-

ments during the journey to save time at the destination.
This is only a start, for there is so much room on the

as that in the average modern house.
The four Pratt & Whitney JT9D-3 turbofan engines

that power the 747 are equally impressive. Each gives main deck that some airlines are already investigating
43,500 lb. of thrust for take-off (more tl in twice the the possibility of installing a small cinema or theatre,
output of the most powerful engines titted in the 707), children's playroom or super-luxury lounge. All these
and swallows two-thirds of a ton of air every second

—

things are possible in an aeroplane which is 231 ft. 4 in.
enough to fill all the rooms of a large, double-fronted long, with a wingspan of 195 ft. 8 in. and loaded weight
two-storey house. The air intakes of these engines are of 710,000 lb. (317 tons),
so big that a tall man can stand inside them with room
to spare.

Despite its huge size, the 747 can operate from
runways no than diose needed by the present
generation of jet-liners and should be less noisy. ItSuch an aircraft is, inevitably, a statistician's delight. _ ^_

Seventy-five thousand design drawings were used to needs only the same number of flight crew to operate it
produce the prototype, which contains 4I million parts and will fly even faster tiian the big jets of today, with
if we include the rivets. There are well over 100 miles

"
"

'
" " *

" *

of wire in a 747, and its tail is as high as a five-storey
building. Yet it can be guided automatically through any
weather to any point on Earth, with no outside radio mile divided

a maximum cruising speed of about 625 m.p.h.
important of all from the airlines' viewpoint, its operating
cost per seat-mile (the cost of flying the aircraft one

of seats) will be about
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At lefts The giant An-22 as seen at the Paris Air Show*
Above: The huge Boeing 74? at its first public showing.

30 to 35 per cent lower than that of the latest 707. to order instead a commercial version of the Lockheed
This does not mean that all fares will drop by a C-5A Galaxy, the largest aeroplane ever flown.

third when the 747s enter service. Fares are fixed by
mternati agreement

The prototype Galaxy made its first flight on June

747s would soon be put out of business if they had to

unable to afford 30, 1968, and dwarfs even the 747, with a span of
2

cut their tares to
tt

ft. 8 i in., length of 245 ft, n in. and take-off

equip with " jumbos
match those of operators who can weight of 764,500 lb. It carries over 118 tons of cargo

reductions may be limited to operations such as charter
flights and inclusive holiday flights, where the passenger
makes a single payment for his fare and hotel
accommodation,

Initially, therefore, the and, in addition to the usual rear loading doors, has a
unique
loading

vizor nose-door to speed
and unloading. A true double-decker, it can

fly over 7,000 miles with a reduced payload of 40 tons.

Its undercarriage consists of a four-wheel nose unit
If all goes according to plan—and there's no reason and four separate main units, each with six wheels,

why it shouldn't—Pan American should be able to making a total of 28 wheels.
introduce 747s on their transatlantic routes in the Russia's biggest at the moment is the
autumn of 1969. Air traffic controllers will be pleased, Antonov An-22 Antheus, spanning 21 r ft. 4 in. and
because a single 747 will do the job of two present-day 189 ft. 7 in. long, with a loaded weight of 551,160 lb.

jet-liners. This will relieve slightly the growing This makes it smaller than the 747 and Galaxy; never-
congestion in the skies around major airports, which theless, one cannot help being impressed with the size
has led to delays of several hours for aircraft waiting of an aeroplane which is entered via a door in the
their turn to land
Airport, New York.
Does this mean

at places F. Kennedy undercarriage fairing 1

Since Igor Sikorsky built the world's first four

i<
we shall see even bigger engined aeroplane in Russia, in 1913, that country has

jumbos " within a few years ? The best answer is, always been in the forefront in the design of giant
perhaps, that some airlines have already cancelled orders aircraft and there is no reason to believe that the An-22

cargo-carrying versions of the 747 and are likely will remain their largest for many more years.

The huge Lockheed C-5A Galaxy emerges for the first time.
Note the unique nose doors and the size of spectators !
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A special
photo - spread
feature by

Brian

Below: A Rivarossi 0-8-0 Heavy Switcher shown on the layout
exhibited by Francis DeLez of Sheffield. The trees are made
from twisted wire and bristle, at a rough cost of Id. each !

Running track li Peco, scenery is a mixture of plaster and tine

chippingsi.

Below: The Lakeside and Midland Railroad of H. D. S. Clarke
(Macclesfield M.R.C.). Picture shows a Tyco Big Six Switcher
hauling a load of empty mineral trucks along the lines through
typical mount.tin scenery. Scenery is a mixture of Cork Bark,

Plaster and" Flock.
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VISITOR to aay of the big railway exhibitions

held this yea* anywhere in the country will come
away with two things, (a) tired aching feet, (b) a firm

conviction that the American Railroad side of the

hobby is growing fast.

The reasons for this increasing interest are basically

threefold:—(i) the single track working of the prototype
lends itself admirably to the modeller. (2) the challenge

of something different in Locomotives, Rolling stock,

Buildings and Scenery. (3) railroad scenes shown on
the cinema and television. One might add that the
very high quality of proprietary items available to the
modeller would make a valid fourth reason.

Certain Model Railway Clubs are almost wholly
* American *s for example, the Capitol MRRC of
London and in the provinces the Blackpool & Fylde
MRC Others such as the South London Club at

Norwood or the Sheffield Model Railway Enthusiasts
have very good American sections. If you are interested
in this subject why not see what a club has to offer ?

If there is nothing doing at the moment why not
start something ? There is nothing quite so infectious

as enthusiasm, except perhaps the Measles.
For someone starting off in this section of the hobby

there are a wealth of books and periodicals to do the
necessary researching into, and at the same time a
whole new railroad vocabulary to learn. Do not forget

your local library before you start to buy however.
There are a number of dealers who specialise

exclusively in railroad equipment, while the big model
mail order houses can also supply many of the enthusi-
ast! needs. This is important became most items are
imported and cannot always be picked up from the

makes some really superb metal
kits of American Locomotives, indeed the larger ones
retail at well over a hundred pounds. But, you do not
have to start off with one in this price range, even the
poorest of us are well catered for (thank goodness).

Unless you have a big area for your layout some of
the larger Locomotives with a scale length of 15 in.

corner

could be an embarrassment since obviously they are
going to need a fairly large radius to get round. For
this reason the beginner might well consider one or
other of the smaller switch engines available, perhaps
a Tyco Big Six switcher or a Lindberg SW7 Gen.
Motors Switcher, the choice is yours.
Have you thought of buying rolling stock second

hand ? It can save money and give you something to
work with at an early stage. One of the big advantages
of being in a model railway club is that you get to hear
about bargains and can swap and trade with the best
of 'em.

American Railroads are full of character, colour
excitement, and there is still plenty of * Steam *

for the enthusiast.

American Railroad Modelling

Our heading on the opposite page shows a modified Tyco Big
Six Switcher passing ail interesting piece of

fc

real estate \
Locomotive reconstructed by Arthur Brooks of the Altrinchum

left

Come on, how about it ? Let's go

At right,

Junction
Clarke of

and

tup:
and
the

(Cheshire) Model Railway Club,

Part of the local freight depot
the Midland Railroad operated by H.
Macclesfield M.R.C. Picture shows

of * Tuxedo
D. S.

numerous
diverse colourful freight cars and strip lighting.

At right, centre: A scene on the Sheffield Model Railway
Enthusiasts § Indian River ' line, A Ken Kidder Plantation
Tank engine is hauling a few box can over a fine, well built

Trestle bridge built by Eric Slater,

At right: A camel back switcher beads
on the * Indian River * layout of the
Enthusiasts, The trestle bridge is

and stock proprietary, the rock face
and Plaster.

out over a Trestle bridge
Sheffield Model Railway
scratch built, the Loco
a mixture of Cork Bark
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Based on m between the Wars Rrcgucf
biplane, this simple Meccano model was
designed and built from a No. 3 Outfit by
our associate company in France, On
opposite page; Viewed from this angle, the
Meccano Breguet bipfanc presents an

appealing and rcaEUtM picture*

nm .

.

IPLANE FROM FRANC Spanner

An overseas Meccano model built with Outfit o.

TI/TECCANO, AS a product, is completely British out of existence in the 1920's, but the French and
-L" having been invented by an Englishman and
manufactured in Liverpool since the very beginning of

panish manufacturers are still very much in business
Although the full standard Meccano range is produced

its existence in the early nineteen-hundreds. This does by our French associate company, the company operates
not mean, however, that Meccano has always been entirely independently of the Liverpool concern. The

other and the model featured in this article is just one
made exclusively in Liverpool and nowhere else. On two companies, however, co-operate fully with e
the contrary, it has been produced in no less than three
other countries around the world: by a subsidiary example of such co-operation. Based on a between
company in America; by an associate company in wars Breguet biplane, it was sent over to Liverpool
France and, under licence, by a separate company in recently by Meccano-Tri-ang, as the French company
Spain. As far as America is concerned, the manu- is now called, for possible publication as a No, 3 Outfit
facturers, The Meccano Company Incorporated, went

::

As far as I am concerned, it is well worthy of
publication, especially as it captures more than a few
of the lines of a very.difficult original subject.

Below, left: This underside view shows construction of the
lower wing. Below: A close up of the fin and tailpkinc
assembly as seen from beneath. Note the tailwheel construction.
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It is best to begin construction with the fuselage, each
side of which consists of a 2 A x i£ in. Flexible Plate 1,

a 5 J x r£ in Flexible Plate 2 and a 2j x 2] in.

Flexible Plate 3, Bolted between Plates 3 at each side
is a 2fc x 2£ in. Plastic Plate 4, extended by a 2 J X
1 J in. Plastic Plate 5, the joins between Plates 3 and 4
being overlaid in each case by a 2 J in. Strip 6. The nose
is completed by a vertically-mounted U-section Curved
Plate 7 bolted as shown between Plates 3. Plates 1 and
2 at each side are connected, as shown, by a 2k X iA
in. Plastic Plate 8 and a z\ X 2| in Plastic Plate 9, and

PARTS REQUIRED

2—22
2—22a
I

57
55
17

I

24
35
37a
37b
38
38d

2

1—40

2— I lie
125

126
126a
142c
155
188

2—18?

3

2

2 I

I

i

I

190
191

192
193
193a
199
212
214
221

also by a attached to Plates 2
Brackets held by Bolts 10,

Angle Being a biplane, two wings are of course fitted to the
model. The upper wing consists of a 12& X 2} in.

At the rear of the fuselage, Plates r at each side are compound flexible plate 18, obtained from two 5I X
joined directly together, the upper securing Bolt also 24 in. Flexible Plates joined by a 4} X 2\ in. Flexible
fixing a Semicircular Plate in position to represent the Plate, Both the leading and trailing edges of the wing
fin, while the lower securing Bolts hold two Angle are strengthened by 124 in 19, bolted to the
Brackets in place as well as a Fishplate, the latter angled underside of the compound plate, bracing struts being
rearwards. Two 2\ X i£ in. Triangular Flexible Plates by two 2\ x $ in. Double Angle Strips 20
11, serving as the tailplanes, are bolted one to each of fixed between the fuselage and front Strip 19. Two
the above-mentioned Angle Brackets and a | in. Washer 1 in. Pulleys without boss, each carrying a Rubber
12 is lock-nutted to the Fishplate to act as the tail- Ring, are bolted to the top of the wing to represent
wheel. A machine gun is represented by a 2 in. Rod 13, identification roundels
held by Spring Clips in the lugs of a Double Bracket
bolted to the top of Plastic Plate 9.

If everything has so far been correctly built, a space
should remain in the fuselage for the cockpit. Fixed

The lower wing consists of two 4$ X 2 A in. Flexible
Plates, joined, with a distance of one hole separating

by a 5 £ in. Strip 22 and a 2\ in. Strip 23. Note
22 is positioned beneath the leading edge

by Angle Brackets inside this space are two Flat of the wing and that two of the securing Bolts help to
Trunnions 14 and 15, the former positioned at a slight fix two Trunnions 24 in position. Two \ in. Reversed
angle in the centre of the cockpit, and t lie latter mounted Angle Brackets are fixed one to the apex of each
vertically against Plate 4. Journal led in the apex e Trunnion to provide bearings for a 3 J in. Rod held in

of Flat Trunnion 15 and in Plate 4 is a4£ in, compound place by two 1 in. fixed Pulleys 25 fitted with Motor
rod, built up from one 1 in. and one 3 A in. Rod joined Tyres, serving as the undercarriage,
by a Rod Connector 16 and held in place by a Spring The finished wing is attached to the fuselage by Angle
Clip and an 8-hole Bush Wheel. A 5 A in. Strip 17 is Brackets then, finally, bracing wires, arranged as shown
bolted across the Bush Wheel to serve as the propeller. between the wings, are represented by Meccano Cord.

K-

'.,

"?

^

1 ^m 1

::

.

10 25 24
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Your Railway
Layout Mike

\
TYfO MATTER what sort of model railway you own,
-L ^ without reliable, trouble-free wiring, it would be
about as much use as the proverbial white elephant.

Admittedly, model railway systems like Tri-ang Hornby,
Trix or Fleisclimann, will provide a reliable track

system with equally reliablej foolproof, wiring that

anyone can understand. If however, you are an
enthusiast with a model railway that uses flexible track,

or it you are thinking of building such a layout, then it

is necessary for you to understand at least the basic

principles of wiring as applicable to model railways.

Eventually, to improve the range of movements you are

able to arrange for your trains, you will want to know
about a wiring system that provides die means for you
to operate more than one train at a time, whether it be
on the same oval of track or in the same station.

Ultimately, this is where a system like Cab Control
comes in, for with this system you can add an almost
indefinite number of controllers, enabling you to

operate an equally large number of trains at the same
time. Cab Control is the simplest system
there is that provides this control and, unlike other
more complicated wiring systems, Cab Control can be
used on layouts of practically every size, shape or

,.

ge.

Before dealing with the technicalities of this however,
let us examine the very first thing you would do when,
for instance, your train set is removed from its box.
As shown in figure I, you would simply attach two
wires from the terminals at the rear of the power unit

or controller to a similar two terminals at die side of
the track. No matter which way the wires are attached,

the train will operate hour after hour without any
trouble at all.

Most layouts fall into this category in one way or
They may have a station situated at some

point around the oval, or a siding, but basically all that

is needed is the one terminal point—as it is called. If

the layout is enlarged by the addition of a second oval

within the other, as in figure 2, you still only need one
power unit in order to operate one train over any point

on the layout. You do admittedly require an additional

second terminal point on the inside oval so that power
can reach there. Add a crossover, as at X, and the two
terminal points are still adequate. You may need an

FIG 3

extra terminal to enable to reach the more
inaccessible points on the layout, but this is easily done
by finding out where the power does not reach and then

g an additional terminal point. It doesn't matter
in the least if you have too many terminal points,
providing ail the wires are attached the
correct way round, but it does matter if there are too
few. Simple isn*t it ?

Basically, wiring as described above is all you need to
operate one train over nearly every type of layout, and
this is equally true for flexible track or Tri-ang Hornby.
Where Cab Control wins is when more than one train
is involved, for then the layout can be sectionalised as
shown in figure 3. For simplicity, I have shown the
layout in the form of just a straight section of track,
with gaps in both rails cut at intervals with a fine tooth
saw.
a

rai

Bach section is then dealt with individually and
ower feed and return clipped or soldered to each
This means that, theoretically at least, a separate

acontroller can be wired to each section,

separate locomotive to operate over each of those
sections. In theory, this is all very fine, but in practice
it would be most inconvenient to have to switch in
different controllers as a train made its way along the
track. There would be the difficulty too of keeping the
train running at a consistent speed from section to
section. It is obvious, therefore, that there are many
distinct to this system. Much better if

each of these sections can be coupled up to EACH
of the controllers, so that by using just one controller,
it is possible for the train to run through each of the
sections without any change of speed.
Where Cab Control is concerned, the answer lies in

suitable switches positioned between the terminal points
on the track and the terminals on the controller, as
shown in figure 4. With the aid of these, each section
can be switched on before a train reaches it, and switched
off after it has passed. If therefore an additional con-
troller is available, a separate bank of switches can be
added and attached between the second controller and
the terminal points on the track, I show this in figure 5,
and you can see two separate banks of switches, one for
each controller, With this arrangement, it is possible
for a train under the control of one controller, to travel

along the section of track at the right hand end, whilst
a second locomotive operates along the left hand end.
All that it is necessary to do is for the operator to switch
on the appropriate section, making sure that the switch
on the other control panel is off.

Basically, those are the principles of Cab Control.
Certain rules must however be observed where the
power units are concerned, for because the return wires
from each section are connected direcdy to every

t
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FIG 5

controller, the power units involved must be either

completely separate in that they should be plugged in

directly to a mains power supply and not connected to

another power unit. The only circumstances where a

second controller can be connected to the first unit is

when this has a triple wound transformer. If you are you have to do is to saw off the 3 ft. lengths to suit.

in any doubt about this point, simply buy units that Naturally, when you are able to do this, the design of
plug directly into the mains supply. Secondly, it is a your layout is limited only by the space available, and
good habit to see that all section switches are in the so to those interested in the do-it-yourself aspect of
" off" position whenever they are not in use. If more model railways, this is something really worth
than one controller or power unit is accidentally considering.

switched in to the same section, the result will be that I said above that cuts must be made in both rails for

nions to

we are

railways, it will concerned here, being the dead ends which it is some-
times wise to include on sidings in, for example*
locomotive sheds, or platform bays. This is easily done
by cutting a single gap on either rail of the track and
connecting wire from each side to an ordinary on off

dreaming up more
and like the other

the overload cut-out luted to all units these days, is sectioning the layout. In fact there are

actuated, cutting off power temporarily. this, the most important of which, as

On nearly all average size muuwi *auw<i^a»

rarely be necessary to fit more than one controller,

especially if only yourself and possibly one friend are
likely to be the sole operators. Let's face it, you cannot
control more than one train and operate one bank of
section switches at any one time, so do try to avoid

" cabs " than you think you have
operators for.

Where Cab Control is concerned, you do of course
have to build a control panel to go with your power
unit. If the number of sections on your layout docs Dublo points will know that these required Double
not exceed six, then the answer may be to buy the Isolating Rails to avoid short circuiting when power is

" Powermaster " unit made by Hammant & Morgan fed into the "frog" end of die point, A " frog ", I

which has, built in, a panel of six section switches. should explain, is that section of the point that forms
Terminals for connecting these up to the track are a

provided at the back of the unit, although if costs has caused a great deal of difficulty. I f you have to use

switch. I show this in figure 7,
wiring connections that have to be made, it is desirable

to solder these if possible.

Finally, 1 should perhaps say a few wotds on the

subject of points. Those readers with old Horn by-

te V >i
> and this, at least on the Hornby Dublo point

enter into the argument, it would be cheaper to build points with this type of " frog '% you will need to

that power is not allowed to feed in at theensure
it .c »»

your own unit, using S.P.S.T. toggle switches, or
indeed any on off switch available from any electrical " frog " end, by using rails with two gaps cut in them.
supplier. For maximum cheapness you could even use Most commercial points today however use a different

ordinary light switches, although I must admit that kind of frog that is completely self-isolating, and

give a much more professional appearance.

nine of sections are concerned

toggles can be bought for as cheaply as 2s. and they do all that is necessary, is for the track feeds to be positioned

to both ensure that power reaches every position on
Our figure 6, shows how a typical section of layout the layout, and also for convenience as far as the

would be wired, complete with controllers and two
panels of section switches, Notice that it is really quite

simple and nothing like as much of a problem as some
people would have you believe.

Even with a commercial track system like Tri-ang
Hornby, it is possible to use this system of control by
dividing the track layout into individual sections, using
the isolating rails included in the Tri-ang system and
cutting through the other rail with a fine hack-saw or
back-saw, or by using a normal piece of Tri-ang Hornby
Rail and cutting both rails through With
track you do liave more freedom in that sections are

easier to position and gaps can readily be sawn in the
rail more-or-less Flexible track does of

course allow you to use curves of whatever radius you
like, and also rails of whatever length you please. All

FIG

1

FIG 6
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be exhibiting including The Society of Model and Experimental Engineers,
International Plastic Models Society. Model Power Boat Association, and
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SIMPLE HOME CHEMISTRY

EVERYONE KNOWS that « oil and water does not
yet so many common substances such asmix ",

milk, butter, hair creams
paints, polishes, etc., ere oi

is that they
3

are
1-and-

cosmetic prepara t urns,

water mixtures. The

n as

formed as stable oil and water
by the addition of a

trick

mixtures
third substance known as an emulsifying agent.

^
Put a spoonful of thin oil (such as paraffin or ben-

zine) and a spoonful of water in a test tube, cork the
end and shake vigorously. The two will form a single
milky coloured liquid, but if left to stand drops of oil

will soon appear and grow in size and in less than a

Hair cream in
the making. This
U only an ex-
periment and we
do not advise
readers to apply
this to their

they
have

eniul-

may
made
s 1 o n

not
the
correctly.

stituents and re-agitating, but first you have to
minute the water and oil will have separated out as two the type of emulsion concerned. One constituent of the
clear liquids again with the oil on top. You have pro- emulsion always forms the external or ' continuous
duced an emulsion (by shaking), but it is not stable
and breaks down into its two constituents as soon as it

can (i.e. when you have stopped shaking it up).
Add a tiny piece of soap to the test rube and try emulsion: adding more of the

shaking again for about ten seconds. If an emulsion
has not fully formed, wait for about ten seconds and
shake again. Repeat as long as necessary to produce a and what is more the
white
and not

phase, with the other constituent distributed through
it in the form of minute droplets separated from each

phase thins the
* internal

'

other. Adding more of the continuous
or

phase thickens the emulsion. It is usually impossible to
tell what type an emulsion is merely by looking at it,

constituents may form

s

hours it may appear
This is known as * creaming

'

This time the emulsion will be stable different types of emulsion depending on the emulsify-
ing agent used, or even the method of stirring or mixing.

I he two basic

eparate out on standing, although after a few
thicker and whiter at the top.

and is just the same as
the cream rising to the top of a bottle of milk. Slight

types of emulsion are: ail-m~ivater,
where water is the external or continuous phase and the
oil is in droplets, water-in-oil* where oil is the con-

through the tinuous phase and the water is in droplets.
simple test is to add a drop of water-soluble dye,

shaking will disperse the ' cream
emulsion again.

Oil and water plus a small proportion of emulsifying or water "soluble ink, to a small sample of the emulsion
agent produces a stable emulsion, so let's put this to use If the colour blends and spreads through the emulsion
to make a practical emulsion say a hair cream. The it is an oil-in-water type. If not, or the colouring is

, the emulsion is a water-in-oiioil in this case needs to be medicinal paraffin (liquid
pa ratlin). We can again use

spec
for the emulsifying emulsions are of the oil-in-water type

agent, but beeswax will be better. Suitable quantities that they can be * thinned
for making an
be

type.

which
Most
means

with water and * thickened '

economy size jar

(i) one half cupful of liquid paraffin
(ii) one cupful of water
(iii) one ounce of white beeswax.

haircream will with oil. Some common emulsions, like butter for in-
stance, are water-in -oil type. Thus remixing butter
with water would actually thicken it. Try it and see!

Properly formed emulsions are stable enough and

Pour the liquid paraffin into a clean beaker and stand
will retain their paste-like form indefinitely, but some

Emulsionare sensitive
t

than others,

thixotropic ' paints are ain a pan or larger vessel partly filled with warm water paints or the so-called
(a temperature of 60 to 70 degrees C will be about typical example. They are stable enough" to remain as
right). Add a teaspoonful of beeswax to the paraffin paste or even jelly-like materials, but severe agitation
a stir contmu until it is properly dissolved. tends to n them break down. Never stir a thixo-
Warm a cupful of water to the same temperature and tropic paint, for example, otherwise you will find it will

pour into another beaker. Now take the
-

containing the liquid paraffin and beeswax solution and that reason
pour slowly into the water, stirring vigorously all the you cannot effectively * thicken

For

time. Continue stirring, with a beating tropic paint.

tend to break down into its separate constituents
its sensitivity to mechanical agitation

* thin * a thixo-or

action, to build up a creamy-white emulsion. It helps Incidentally, one oddity of emulsions is that the in-
a lot if you use an egg whisk, or an electric food mixer, ternal phase mav have .1 much greater volume than the
for this part of the job. All that then remains is to external or continuous phase. Mayonnaise is a typical
scrape out the finished hair cream as soon as it is cold example, being an oil-in-water emulsion where the
into a suitable jar, ready for use. actual water content is quite small. In fact, typical

are some variations you can try.

want a scented hair cream, all a littl

Thus if you proportions are, roughly,
e scent to your

choice to the paraffin after you have dissolved the bees-
wax.

to a
or lemon

a pint of salad oil (or

of water (in the form of
This small amount of water

or if

if the emulsion does not thicken and stiffen completely contains and surrounds the larger volume
as much as you would like, try adding a pinch of of oil dispersed through it in fine droplet form when the
' ~

"
'" ' *

*
* *

*'"

emulsion is produced by beating—provided you have
not forgotten to add the emulsifying agent ! In the case
of mayonnaise suitable emulsifying agents include egg

mustard and papriea and have a double

borax to the water before mixing and stirring,

you really want a stiff' haircream, add a little

arable to the water.
gum

Emulsions, once made, can be thickened or thinned yolk, pow
by adding a further proportion of one of the con- purpose in provu flavour as well.
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Intermittent drive mechanism
FTEN HAS it been said that Meccano is a world-
wide hobby, transcending oceans, mountains and

significantly in this case—frontiers
first offering this month helps to pro\
ppeal of the system as it comes,

O

even W from Britain

lr t)f curtain
but actually from behin th

Hungary '*
it

>»
more precise, it comes from

being the Intermittent Drive Mechan-

Aa Intermittent Drive Mechanism designed and built bv Andreas
Kotikoly of Budapest, Hungary. The unit works on the
Maltese Cross principle except that
whereas a true Maltese Cross arr

six arms are included
gement has only four arms.

ism illustrated in the accompanying picture. Full
credit for the idea must go to Andreas Konkoly of
Budapest who is a passionately keen and extremely

deal

capable enthusiast. Unbidden, he has done a great
to publicise Meccano in his country, appearing

many times with models on television and even
exhibiting Meccano Magazine before the cameras.

" Maltese
Cross " principle, with the difference that six arms are

Mr. Konkoly's mechanism is based on the

incorporated whereas a true Maltese Cross arrangement,
of course, has only four arms. The mechanism is

designed
regular

give an intermittent drive with pauses of
_ at regular intervals. As illustrated,

it is built onto a test mounting which would naturallv
dispensed with under actual working conditions in a

model, but the following description refers to the unit
as it appears

"

The mounting consists of a 5^ x
2 1 in. Flanged Plate 1, to the side flanges of which two
Corner Gussets 2 and two Flanged Sector Plates are
bolted.

Journalled in the Corner Gussets is a 3J in. Rod,
serving as the input shaft, which is held in place by a
Collar and a Face Plate 3, Fixed by Nuts in five adjacent
holes around the circumference of this Face Plate are
five ij in. Bolts, each carrying a Coupling 4, free to
rotate on the Bolt and spaced by a Washer. Also bolted

Face Plate, diametrically opposite the centre
ing, is a 24 in. Strip s, to the end of which a

further Coupling is

| in. Bolt. This

atrip 5s

attached by being clamped on a
will later be instrumental

in turning the Maltese Cross-type construction.
Actually, it is incorrect to refer to the latter part of

the unit as a " cross M because of its six arms. It looks
far more like a flower with six petals ! Hach " petal

**

consists of two 2| in. Strips 6, joined together at one
end by a 2 J in. Stepped Curved Strip 7 and bolted at
their other ends to a Fishplate 8 which is in turn
bolted to a 6-hole Bush Wheel 9. The petals are joined
together as shown by three i* in. Strips 10, then the
completed section is mounted on a 34 in. Rod lournalled
in the Flanged Sector Plates.

When the unit is in operation with Face Plate 3
revolving, Couplings 4 engage with the concave edge of
the adjacent petal, thus holding the *' flower " steadv
until the last Coupling disengages the petal, at which
time Strip 5 has moved round to engage in the slot
between the first and the second petal. As the Face

LOOK
YOU

IT

NOTHING
To find out more about the many interesting products

advertised in this issue of MECCANO M me. Just

tick the squares against the name of the advertiser from
whom you would like to receive more product informa-

tion and post it to Advertisement Information, Meccano
Magazine, 13-35 Bridge Street. Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
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This I ive-speed and Reverse Gearbox comes from Ken Ashton
of Urinsworth, Kothcrharn, Yorkshire, It

effective mechanism designed tor use in Fairly large
models.

•

is an extremely
vehicle

Plate continues to revolve, the Strip moves the flower
round until the Strip disengages itself at the bottom
of its throw, by which time Couplings 4 have moved
round to hold the second petal in place. The cycl

is then repeated, ad infinitum.

As a matter of interest, Maltese Cross mechanisms
are widely used in movie film projectors lor pulling the

film through the projector in a series of intermittent
movements so that each frame is allowed to pause for

a traction of a second behind the lense. If the film were
pulled through in a continuous movement, the screen

would present a confused series of pictures instead of
the correct steady, clear picture we know.

PARTS REQUIRED
:: .... .. :-:

Five-speed and reverse gearbox
ving Hungary for home, now, we have

ratio. (Remember Pinion 6 is in constant mesh with
Gear 20,) Movement of the layshaft towards the
output shaft brings Pinion 17 into mesh with Gear 11
to give second gear at 4 : 1, remembering that Gears 7

an and 25 are in constant mesh. For third gear, layshaft

extremely useful 5-speed and reverse gearbox supplied *5 should be centralised and layshaft 16 moved towards
by Ken Ashton of Brinsworth, Rotherham, Yorkshire. the input shaft, thus bringing Pinion 23 into mesh with
Designed for use in fairly large vehicles, it is intended Gear 1 1 to give a 3 : 1 ratio. Movement of the layshaft

to fit between the main chassis members of the model, towards the output shaft engages Pinion 22 with Gear
using the chassis members themselves as the side- 10 to give fourth gear at 2 : 1. Top or fifth gear is

plates of the gearbox. Construction is pretty obvious obtained by centralising both layshafts and moving
from the illustrations. Four 3^ x £ in. Double Angle Socket Coupling 12 to engage the two halves of the Dog
Strips 1, 2, 3 and 4 are bolted between the chassis Clutch, thus giving a straight-throu * "

* '"

members to provide bearings for the input and output the 2 : 1 reverse gear, the
1 drive. For

w __ # _ _ is moved
shafts, as well as for the two sliding layshafts incor- in the opposite direction to mesh Pinion 13 with Pinion

rated in the mechanism. The input shaft 5 carries 2I which, by the way, is in constant mesh with Pinion

Do Clutch 8 which is fixed on the Rod, but
a_f in. Pinion 6, a 1 in. Gear 7 and also one half of a I 9-

>

To prevent accidental engagement of the reverse
rat i<va Compression Spring can be mounted on Keywsy
Rod 9 between Pinion 13 and Double Angle Strip 2.

In the details of the gearbox Mr. Ashton supplied,

is sog .
r _,

positioned that a sufficient length of its bore remains
to receive the end of the output shaft 9—a 4 in. Rod
with Keyway journalled in Double Angle Strips 3 and ^e

.
did not include mention of a gear-change lever as

this would on the individual model in4. Fixed on this Rod between Double Angle Strips 3
and 4 are a Collar, a 50-teeth Gear 10 and a 57-teeth me mechanism was fitted. I suspect a single gate-
Gear 11. Free to slide on the Rod between Double change lever would involve some decidedly compli-
Angle Strips 2 and 3 is a Socket Coupling 12, in one
end of which a J in. Pinion 13 is held by a 7/64 in.

cated miKagcs, nowever, unereiore, 11 you re lOOKing
for simplicity, I recommend three separate levers, one

however, therefore, if you're

Grub Screw, the other half of a Dog Clutch 14 being for each layshaft and one for Socket Coupling 12. The
held in its other end. A Keybolt is screwed into one following parts list applies only to the : mechanism,
bore of Pinion 13 to engage with the keyway of Rod 9. excluding the input shaft and chassis members as these
Two 5 in. Rods 15 and 16 serve as the sliding lay- would be governed by particular model requirements.

shafts. Secured on Rod 15 in the positions shown are
a J in.

50-teeth Gear 20. Pinion 19 is in constant mesh with

ion 17, two I in. Pinions 18 and 19 and a

a h in
<<

idler
>> Pinion 21 mounted on a % in. Bolt

held by Nuts in Double Angle Strip 3, while Gear 20
is in constant mesh with Pinion 6.

Fixed on Rod 16 are a second
—

in. 22, another
I in. Pinion 23, a Collar 24, to prevent the Rod moving
too far, and a 1 in. Gear 25. Gear Wheels 7 and 25 Postscript
are in constant mesh and note that Gear Wheels 10 and Just before finishing this month, I would like to pass
II should be so arranged that, when the layshafts are on a simple little hint from j. G. Gamble of Lenton,
in their central positions, a neutral period occurs. Nottingham on a way to improve the appearance of

Operation of the gearbox is not so straightforward as
.. . . _ _ models such as locomotives, traction engines, etc., w

a full-size vehicle gearbox, but you soon get used to it. have brass-bound boilers. Elektrikit Part No. 530 is a
With Socket Coupling 12 so positioned that Pinions 13 thin Flexible Strip made out of brass and several of
and 21 are out of mesh while the Dog Clutch sections these bolted round a boiler have a very striking effect,
8 and 14 are disengaged, movement of layshaft 15 As Mr. Gamble put it, " A very simple idea, but one
towards the input shaft should bring Pinion 18 into which does much for the general appearance and
mesh with G 11 to give bottom gear with a 6 * I realism of such models." He's absolutely right !
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Part IX

to blend with its background—in a word, camouflaged,
This technique can be carried to great and most effective
lengths with both men and vehicles , There is a species
ofarmy demonstration in which a body of men, marched
into the middle of a field, simply cannot see a number
of soldiers, cleverly camouflaged, who are sitting about
at distances of as close as fifty or sixty yards—or at
least not until they move. If this is the case with

» even I lit.

More

re so is it the case with fighting vehicles,

_ . -, especially at considerable distances, the art of camou-

13. II K GUnS fiage being most ^^y developed. To all this add the
fact that in action there will doubtless be lashings of
smoke about, clouds of dust thrown up by tanks and
other vehicles and probably from shell explosions, and
you have also the inevitable fatigue and strain affecting
the eyesight of the gunners,

I'm not going
this—statistics

into a whole heap of figures about
provc they I have

carried out a number of simple tests over measured
distances in varying kinds of weather and I was
absolutely astonished at the results—as were my
collaborators. On a bright, sunny day—to give an
exampl car, against a background of buildings,

by Charles rant
*M SORRY that in this Part I am obliged to inflict

could be identified at about 1,500 yards, but only as a
spot of reflected sunlight. With the sun obscured
well, that was that, it simply could not be located at all.

in studying the Table which is appended, I
that it will be accepted as a realistic one, for the

two more Tables on the reader, but I hasten to 8<>od re? 55?1! that it is in fact so. As a corollary, I quote
add that they should be about the last—as far as tanks

are concerned—and it won't be long beforein

a * tankie ' friend of mine who served in Shermans and
Churchills through the World War II campaigns in

we lead our armoured squadrons into at least a relatively Italy ani^ Normandy—his dictum being that if you got
simple sort of action. At the outset, of course, I could a reasonable chance of seeing, identifying and hitting

have simply set out the basic rules of "Battle", loads a Panzer a* above two or three hundred yards range
you were darn lucky. This of course is not desertof tables of ranges, speeds, effectiveness and so on, and

laid it down more or less arbitrarily that this is done in
such a manner, that is done this way, etc, but I feel

that the battlegamer is keen to know just what the
reasoning is behind a particular rule, and for my part,
I prefer, as I go along, to explain just how I came to

ion governing some facet of fire power or
tactics. It does, I hope, add a measure of realism as
well as encouraging the player to do his own research
into the finer points of the military art.

However, to get on with the business in hand, the
next consideration—having put together rules giving

lighting with wide open spaces and a much clearer
atmosphere than was generally likely in any European
theatre of war. This is a snecial case, quite certainly,

some

and if the player wants to specialise in desert warfare,
a considerable increase in visibility would have to be

for by the rules, although the added compli-
cation of what or how one could see in a sandstorm
would have to be introduced 1

However, let us take a look at how, for the purposes"~
* ** we determine visibility. This would
have to be done at the beginning of each

strike and defence values of A.T. guns—is whether, game, or if a campaign were in progress involving
when you have fired at a certain target, the shot you fighting on successive days, at the commencement of

each day's fighting. The purist might argue—and withhave loosed off is actually going to strike home. It

can only do so—and this is pretty obvious—if the target reason if we think of our own unpredictable climat
is within visibility range and can, in effect, be seen that the weather, and consequent!'.

by the character firing the gun.
Now, it has generally been my experience in battle-

might
change quite dramatically in the course of a single day.
True, indeed, but this is a refinement which can well

games, and this applies not only to those set in the be left to the individual player. The Table then is

modern period but also to those of any other era you designed to give, as a rule, reasonable visibility, the
like to name, that vision is generally grossly exaggerated weight on the higher rather than the lower
and that the keenest of eyesight just has not the'powers visibility distances, but, in point of fact, if the player
people think it has. We are here going to deal with wants to have an ' open *

type of game he might well
two types of vision—aided and unaided. The latter is choose to operate in conditions of maximum visibility

not of immediate concern as we are dealing with tanks ah the time, particularly if fighting a single unconnected
at the moment and it is reasonable to assume that tank engagement (with a campaign, though, it's a different
commanders and such like people are always equipped kettle of fish—one really must take weather into
with binoculars. For future reference, though, it might
be as well to elaborate a little about vision with the
naked eye.

const

Anyway, we again make use of two dice, and the
Table gives the scales for aided and unaided visibility,

One important point to be noted is that what we are and, for the moment, we shall be rather more interested
firing at is not norm: that stands out in the former (the binoculars, you will remember !).

against a differently coloured background, such So, taking two dice, we roll them in the time honoured
as a white-washed cottage against a ploughed field (this fashion, and the resulting total will give visibility for
would most obviously show up at a considerable the battle in which we are about to engage,
distance) but something which is specifically designed (Later on, when we come round to directing long range
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Easy
a bridg

now! Infantry cautiously approaci
ot an easy crossing, obviously-

very exposed.

shell fire on enemy positions, the table will come in
useful for the vision capabilities of Forward Artillery
Observers, usually, of course with * aided * visibility.)

Having done this, then, we now return to our tank
commander (or A.T. gunner) who is now in a position,

to see the enemy, if the latter is within visibility

as per the table, and second, to draw a bead on him.
Distance, of course, is the primary concern when it's a

throw to score a hit

question of scoring a At point blank range it will

be a relatively easy matter, while at maximum
the chances of slamming home a shot will be

range,

_ corres-

decreased. One could draw a kind of
probability graph for hits at different ranges but this,

having regard to the basic quality of these rules, would
be somewhat beyond our terms of reference, as indeed
would be the table of hit possibility I had originally
thought of including. This was one I have used in
normal day to day battles, and was graduated in 5 in.
* steps ', but on reflection it seemed to be unnecessarily
subdivided. I decided to simplify it and this I did by
employing the same scale as used for the Table of

The mechanics of the operation are simple— * A * is

firing at * B ' (It does not matter at the moment what
ht be)—he
e result of

A * is firing with or even what * B
throws two dice, and noting the range,
the dice throw shows whether or not * A * has scored a
hit (the result of course being subsequemlv determined

At

chance of a hit at maximum range. The reader may see
the result in the second table.

by comparison of Strike and Defence Values),
what we might call point blank range, that is, up to
10 in., a hit is registered if the total of the two dice
reaches only 6 (or more, of course)—this being the

_ _ w equivalent of 15 chances out of the possible of 21. At
Strike'Values'," using onlv*four stages'^ get up" to" the ^F111111 ranp> however, if the target is visible, a total

or nine must be thrown as a minimum, with the possi-
bilities being reduced thereby to only six out of the
twenty-one possible.

This process—I must stress—is simply to see whether
the enemy has been actually hit—how effective the shot
has been being decided by the second throw, that which
is added to the Strike Value and compared with the
Defence Value of the target vehicle. However, that we
have scored a hit is sufficient for our present purpose,
and although we have progressed rather in a sort of
reverse direction—starting with the defence and working
back to the gun firing—we have nearly reached the
target, in a manner of speaking, and the next stage will
see our guns not only being brought to bear but actually
firing.

Dice throw
•

Visibility

Unaided

12 30

9, 10 or II 25

S, 6, 7 or 8 20

3 or 4 15

2 10

Jl

Heavy metal in action—a battery of Soviet
120 mm, heavy mortars getting to work*
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Next time you make models of London's buses and from the 1868/70 Beyer-Peacock 'A' class steam

trains, why not work from the original scale

drawings used by London Transport engineers?

There's a w e choice the latest Red Arrow
buses, pre-war 'B' and 'ST' buses, trams,

trolleybuses—we even have a plan of a Horse Bus
(without the horses!).

For railway modellers, there are the plans

locomotive of the Metropolitan Railway to

the brand new Victoria Line trains.

London Transport plans cost 5/- each (plus

6d postage). Order them from the Public

Relations Officer, London Transport,

55 Broadway, S.W.i. Please allow three or

four days for your copies to be pre

METAL PLASTIC KITS
SEND STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR LISTS

our Self Service Displays of spares at London, Manchester and Southgate. At Southgate
we stock range DINKY PLAY DOH—PLAYNTS other MECCANO

SPECIALITIES.

fRIANG TRAINS SPARES
TRAINS

SCALEXTRIC RACEWAYS ETC
TRIX PLAYCRAFT

LIMA
FLEISCHMANN
FORMOWAY

MARKLIN MINITRIX

CAR RACING

ow we

SCALEXTRIC AIRFIX
GEM.

REVELL RIKO.

00
ew good

condition in part exchange
want

HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER
LONDON SHOWROOMS— II

MANCHESTER SHOWROOMS

BROADWAY, SOUTHGATE, LONDON,
HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER,

KINDLY MENTION M MECCANO MAGAZINE" WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

PRIVATE: Minimum IB words 6s. and 4d.
per word for each subsequent word*

TRADE; Minimum 18 words lis, and 8d* per
word for each subsequent word.
Box numbers count as six words when

costing the advertisement* When addresses
are included, these are chargeable at the
same rate (4d. or 8d.l per word as the re-

mainder of the advertisement. Copy and
box number replies should be sent to the
Classified Advertisement Department.
MECCANO Magazine. 13-35 Bridge Street,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts- Latest copy date
fyr insertion in the February issue is Decem-
ber 4th.

PLANS
Plans Enlarged or Reduced and additional

copies made* Send for detiils from—Causer
& Co..216Goldhawk Road. London. W, 12. I-N

PEN FRIENDS
Educated French Boy, aged 14, likes

music and sport, wants penfriend.—Solange
Etienne, Route D'Orloron, 64-Gan, France. M

Well

FOR SALE
*• M,H. lf October 1961 to July 1967, missing
December 1963.—Beck, Brunstead Grange,
Stilharn. Norwich. NOR 172. M

Meccano Red-Green Oucflt No. 10. Complete*
in six-drawer cabinet, in oart fully new. Old
Meccano, Mirkffn, etc., literature. Meccano
Design Makers Instructions.—Andreas Konkoly,
Budapest XIII. Katona J. U.28JII. 17. Hungary. M

" Meccano Magazine*/* 1944-1951 (a few
missing). 1947 and 1948 bound. All good or
reasonable condition. Offers and detiils*

—

Dodson, 182 Tankcrcon Road, Whitstable.
Kent, M

Old Meccano good condition, over 800 useful

pieces including brass cogs plus hundreds smill

in box. Offers

—

Ivy House, Hetton. Skipton,
Yorks,

^
M

Diecast Latest from Rami, Norev. Dugu

—

also stocks
.

of Tekno RIO Gama, Mercury.
Wtkingp Solido, obsolete Dinky, Corgi, Spot
On, etc. Will also buy good or mint models.
T- I, Jeffrey, Pitmullen House, Nr, St. Andrews,
Fife, Scotland. M

Live Steam Model Boats. Send S.A.E. for illus-

trated list to—Perico Models. 104 Tenniswood
Road. Enf.cld, Middx. MM

Meccano Set, worth £29 10s, 6-soeed power
drive motor, many geirs, sett for £12*—Cornish,
79 Parsonage Leys. Harlow. Essex, M

For Disposal, French magazines, 1924 37,

sundry books, old pircs, exchange is desired.

M. Perraut, 69 Vernaison, France* M
" M.M/'s, January 1961 to April 1964. Immacu-

late, 25s* o.n*o. Postige extra.—Roberts, 357
Horbury Road, Wakefield, Yorkshire* M

Red Green Meccano Outfits and full range of

spares, etc.* at 1959 prices and lower in most
= half current list once*— 155 Nuffieldes = nan current use price.

Road, South Mcrstham, Surrey, Merstham 3925.
M

Hornby Dublo 2-rail. 3 locomotives* 9 coaches,
IS wagons, extensive track, extras. Cost
Offers, s*a,e. for details.—44 Marine Drive,

Wolverton, Bucks. M

RADIO
S.A.E, brings free brochure. An introduc-
tion to R/C control and details of the
world's best single channel tone guidance
system. Over 5,000 in current use
throughout the world, quantity produced
and fully guaranteed for best range and
quality ait only £13. Complete 6 and
10 channel Mult! Reed outfits with or
without Servo Packs, from £35|* Digital

two, three, four and five channel Propor-
tional equipment from £M. Good
selection of second-hand Radio always
in stock.

CHEMICALS AND APPARATUS
You can now buy Chemical Is and Appiratm

Test-tubes* Beakers, Flasks Filter Paper
vcrvth-ng you need to build up
your own HOME I,4BOR\TORY!

You «*e money by ordering Direct from
Supplier!. Send 6d* stamps NOW for

Litest List and Order Form,
(Overseas enou tries welcomed)
P,X, TECHNICAL SUPPLIES,
33. Eldon Street, Shtfflafrf, I

WANTED
Pre-war Dinky Vans with advertisements* and

all eirty toys* any condition,—Dohn f 2 Camp-
bell Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Hints. M

Wanted, Pre- and early post-war Dinky toys.

Would be pleised to hear from other collectors.

—I. Burrows, 63 Legh Road, Haydock, St.

Helens* Lanes. M
Collector seeks pre-war model aircraft engines,

early diisels and kits, regirdless of condition.

Raddon, 22 Byng Road + Birnet, Herts. M
Meccano d-volt Res, Controller (1^30-9),

6*volt accumulator (1930-5). any condition.

High voicige motor and rheostat (1 925-9),

1929-1933 Inst, Manuls, 1^31 Bk. new mdls,

"M.M/'s 1924-5-6 and July 1933. Pes. No. 50,

57, ||9, I52 f 173. 174. I have available F-L

Minrn!, B/Gold Flex Plates and 1-6 Minual.

M. of Mth Sheets, 6 BA Bushes- All excellent

condition.—Somerville t
763 Glenferrie Road,

Melbourne, Australia. M
Wanted, Pre-war gauge O Hornby or Bassett-

Lowke trains. Hornby book of trains.—Box
No. 18 (Surrey)

M Meccano" Offices, Heme!
He-noste d f

Herts. M
Model Cars of all sorts wanted. Good prices

(or exchange) for early die-cast models, tin-

plate toys, obsolete kits, etc*, which will be

incorpor ted in a permanent display.—Dr.

Gibson, The Green f Anstey, Leicester. G*R
Hector Seeks old trains and other toys,

anything repairable considered* Wrice details,

prices-— 14 Wren Avenue* SouthalL Middx.
H-S

Dinky Toys, vintage toys and any car models
pre-1950, urgently required by collector.

Cash or exchange. Exception I prices paid

for really eirly modefs especially pre-war
Dinky Vins with advertising and large scale

tinplate cars. Write— 103 Canford Cliffs Road,

Poole, Dorset. K-P
Pre-War model trains sought by Lowkc, Mrklin,

Bing, etc., O or larger, also tinplate toys.

10 Church
53940.

Hill, Patcham Brighton

AIRCRAFT • RAILWAYS
SHIPS Thousands of titles available.

State your interest and
lfi.4d.for the appropriate list to

send

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Southport, Lancashire

LTD. (mm)

VISIT THE LARGEST MODEL
STOCKISTS IN THE COUNTRY

STAFFED
EXCHANGE

EXPERTS
HP. FACILITIES

PART

LABORATORY APPARATUS
and CHEMICALS

Students can equip their own laboratories

at lowest cost and with the highest quality

apparatus and chemicals when they select

from the hundreds of items in A. N. BECK

St Sons' list. Just send a stamped, addressed,

envelope* and your copy will be sent by return

af post. You can then order by post, or,

better still, pay a visit to 60 Stoke Newington

High St. (
where the whole range is available

for your inspection, along with many more

items for use in schools and laboratories*

Remember! If it's for Chemistry, Beck
4

* can

supply it!

A. N. BECK& SONS,
60 STOKE NEWINGTON
HIGH STREET, LONDON, N.I6

Telephone: 01-254 0335.

GREAT BRITAIN

2/6, 5/- & 1 0/- FREE
This packet of stamps is given absolutely FREE

to all genuine ipplicants for my superior used

British Colonial Approvals enclosing 4d. in

stamps for postage. Overseas Applications
invited,

ARCHERD. L. (M).
1, LITCHFIELD WAY, BROXBOURNE. HERTS

I Buy Your Stamps, collections or loose

Send them, for cash or prompt return

Ratiplev.S 1* Me*dw»y Widnes, Lanes.

lots.

to
M

KITS, ENGINES, ACC.

We stock current Kits,

Engines and Accessories.

MAIL hold large stocks Balsa and

ORDER INCLUDING OVERSEAS *
ORDERS UNDER £3 POSTAGE* PACKING 2 -

All shops open until 8,30 p.m. Friday.

Leicester, Weston and Wimbledon closed
Monday. Isleworth ooen each weekday,

WE SERVICE ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT WE SELL

plywood as well as engine spares.

radio kits parts

We always have bargain lines, as

good selection

second-hand Boats, Aircraft, Mar-

ine and Air-cooled Engines.

ISL 0473 ISAMiO SUM LEIC. 2I93S

LONDON ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDX.
MERTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHE 4S87

LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER
I THE CENTRE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE WESTON 6600

KINDLY NTION MECCANO MAGAZINE if WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



AUSTRALIA Tel: 61-3603

HEARNS HOBBIES
Mail Order Service

303 FLINDERS STREET, MELBOURNE
3000

Suppliers of Aeromodeller Plans and Books,
Model Aircraft - Boats - Cars - Railways *

Engines - Accessories - R/C Equipment.
Write for Price List,

BIRMINGHAM H 'hbur'
3237

KINGS HEATH MODELS
S York Road, Birmingham

Everything for the modeller: Boats, Cars.

Planes, Railways, Kits, etc. Meccano sets and

reasonable stocks of spares.

KENT Tel; Erith 32339

DERRETT LTD
52/54 ERITH HIGH STREET,

ERITH, KENT
Aircraft, Boats, Fibreglass Hulls, Tri-ang
Hornby. Lima H.O., H. St M. Units, Scalextric,
Arrfix. Riko, Pictra, Plastic kits, Mmitanks,
Marquetry. Prompt Mail Order Service.

Leicester 21935

The

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD.

52 LONDON ROAD.
Mail Order Specialists*

Closed Monday,
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Showroom of the Midlands with
R/C service facilities.

Teh fSleworth 0743

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD.

581 LONDON RD., ISLEWORTH,
MIDDX. Mail Order Specialists

Open each weekday and until

8,30 p.m. Fridays,
Largest R,'C stockists in the country.

Own R/C service centre.

Tel: 51213

MODELCRAFT
40 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE, KENT.

Everything; for the average modeller. Cars,
Aircraft, Boats. Railways.

MAIL ORDER.SPARES AND REPAIRS.

ST Tel: 59234

BOLD & BURROWS LTD •

12-22 VERULAM ROAD,

ST. ALBANS. HERTS.

Meccano Sets and Spares

Tel : 60444

CYRIL HOWE'S
CHEAP STREET,

RATH, SOMERSET.
The Model Shop of the West for at) your
modelling requirements. Aircraft, Boats,

Engines. Radio Control. Expert advice avail-

able. M.A.P., Meccano Sets, spares, etc.

HEMPSTEAD
Tel: Hemel Hempstead 53691

TAYLOR & McKENNA
(Hemell LTD.

203 MARLOWES,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS
For Model Boats, Aircraft. Railways,

Racing Cars and Accessories,
Metal and Plastic Meccano.

Tel: Dartford 24155

MODERN MODELS LTD.
49 51 LOWFIELD STREET,

DARTFORD, KENT.
For all your modelling requirements. Radio/

Control, Aircraft, Boats. Cars, Railways. All

leading makes from The Shop with the Stock.

Prompt mail order service*

Tel: Lee Green 2637

MODEL
CENTRE

45 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWI SHAM, S.EJ3

Everything for the Modeller, Aircraft*

Boats, Radio Control, Railways, Cars*

Spares and Repairs our speciality.

Mail Order a pleasure.

Tel: 578-2299

and

BENNETTS SPORTS & TOYS,
3 RUISLIP ROAD,

GREENFORD, MIDDX.
Radio Control stockists, Kits, Boats
Aircraft Popular range. Secondhand Engines

and Radios bought and sold,

TH-ang stockists.

Closed Wednesday I p.m. Mail Order
Specialists.

Teh Blackfnars 3972

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET,
OFF DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER 2.

THE NORTH'S LEADING MODEL. HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY.

Tel: Weston 6600

RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES LTD.,
I THE CENTRE,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET.
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.
Own R/C service centre.

KINDLY MENTION

LEEDS Tel: 0532-2661

1

KING CHARLES SPORTS CENTRE,
RAILWAY HOUSE,

KING CHARLES STREET, LEEDS, I

Specialists and stockists in alt modet railway
equipment and accessories. Tri-ang-Hornby.
Trix. Ftoischmann. Gem, Hammant & Morgan,

Sommerfeldt.
Cat. service 25/- home. £2 overseas.

LONDON Tel: CHE

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

IS4 MERTON ROAD,
WIMBLEDON S.WJ9
Closed all day Monday.

Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Largest R/C stockists in the country.

Tel: 01-529 1250

1

1

LEISURE TIME/ 1

4 STATION ROAD, CHINGFORD.
LONDON E.4.

Aircraft, Electric Cars, Boats, Railways and
Accessories, Plastic Kits, Modelling Activities

Tel: Reading 51558

READING MODEL SUPPLIES

I HOSIER STREET.
ST. MARY'S BUTTS,

READING, BERKSHIRE.

BERKSHIRE'S MODELLING CENTRE

Tel: 26709

MODELS & HOBBIES
3 BELL STREET, MANDERS CENTRE

WOLVERHAMPTON.
All Meccano Sets in stock up to and including

ull Spares Box, kept up-to-date.

1

1
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RAD
THE

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
BEST FOR BEGINNERS EXPERTS

A No. 4 SET and 6-T&ANSISTOR ->wrtRHET

Clear* simple, versatile, this rugged hvsrem can build almost any electronic

circuit* Idea) Tor the experimenter; the teacher; and the complete beginner.

Already used by well aver 1.500 schools in the U.K.
Selected by the Council of Industrial Design for nil British Design Centres.

Featured in Sound and Television broadcasts*

Beautifully engineered; battery operated; no soldering: no prior knowledge
needed. Results guaranteed by our technical department. People say:

'•
I can only describe the results as brilliant, absolutely brilliant/*

" You have opened up a new world."
" Nothing could paint the picture clearer than building these sets,"
*' The kit has been used by my son (aged 10) with complete success/*

a stroke of genius whoever devised it/*

14 Circuits (Earphone)
20 Circuits (Earphone)
22 Circuits (7 x 4in Loudspeaker output)
26 Circuitii r include 6 Transistor and reflex superhets)

* - Most impressive
No 1 Set £7 10

2 Set £9
3 Set £13 10
4 Set £18 10

No
No
No

Prices (Post Free)

UNIQUE' Oir " No soldering
,f

printed circuit board for superhet portable

Simply ifUt'rt components and tighten nuts*

- ^

THE REPLICA

ASSOCIATION
FOOTBALL

..
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Here i* a game where victory or defeat

depend* upon the skill ol the player

with fingertip control COMPLETE with

qoals, ball* etc, and learns available in

all League Club colours. PUyed with

22 miniature men* AH the Ihriflt of real

League, Cup and lnttrndlion.il Fool-

ball: dribbling, corner and penally kicks,

oflside, goal saves, etc.

PRICES 10/11 19/11

NEW SUBBUTEO CONTINENTAL
editions with 00 Scale Teams, hand-painted in ail League colours,
on duotone coloured bases, etc.

INTERNATIONAL 119/11 CLUB 63/11

FLOODLIGHTING 92/11 DISPLAY 29/11

Plriir j** *\ your local Spom *r Toythop or Depaitmrnl Sloir

• n cat* «f difficulty w.it# U* hWralurr ind \%%\ of ttocfcttU I*

BBUT Dept Langton Green

Tunbhdge Wells, Kent
*

-

E/508-Computer

NEW ! Our Electronics Kit builds 30 plus electronic circuits (for
4 students) £19,7.0.

FULL DETAILS FROM:

RADIONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED (M.M.)

ST. LAWRENCE HOUSE, 29/31 BROAD STREET

BRISTOL BSI 2HF

Tel. (0272) 2535

i

-»
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Dealers wishing to advertise

on this page should contact

MECCANO LTD.,
LIVERPOOL direct,

Listed below ore some of the dealers who sell Meccano accessories

and spare parts. This is intended to aid enthusiasts—and there

do not acceptM.A.P.

bookings for this page

are many of them—who constantly require additional spare parts

for their sets. All dealers can t of course, order Meccano spare

parts for their customers, but those fisted here are among our

spare part specialists.

JOHN WEBBER
Sports Ltd.,

223 High Street

EXETER
Telephone: 74975

^

C. G. MARSHALL

Maxwell Road
BEACONSFIELD

T i

TAYLOR A McKENNA
203 Marlowes

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS,

Tel: Heme! Hempstead 53691

" WALKERS ft

IS St. Thomas Street,

SCARBOROUGH, YORKS
Tel: SCARBOROUGH 1223

(Mail orders welcomed}

THE GUILDFORD

DOLL'S HOSPITAL LTD.

13 Swan Lane, GUILDFORD
Telephone : 61331

M. H. B. DAWSON
96 Whiteladies Road

BRISTOL 8.

Telephone: 33534

—

Cheltenham Motor A Cycle

Co. Ltd. 31 High Street

CHELTENHAM

Telephone: 53099

BEATTIES OF LONDON

1)2 A II2A High Holborn

LONDON W.C.I.

Telephone: HOL 62B5

CANADA

W. PAINE A CO. LTD

168 High Street

CHATHAM,

Also at Grays

Telephone : 45215

A. BLUNT A SONS

133 The Broad

MUI Hill

LONDON N.W.7

LESLIE BROWN
Super Toy and

Model Store 95 High Street,

Stockton-on-Tees

Telephone : 67616

ESBE SCIENCE CENTRE

343 1 Bathurst Street

TORONTO, 19

Telephone: 789-3161

NEW ZEALAND

YOUNGSTERS (THE DOLL'S

HOSPITAL)

55 Hallgate

Te*ec*o»e: 2131

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 Bootle Street

Off Deansgate,

MANCHESTER

Td: Biackfriars 21935

WILTONS
GAMES/SPORTS STORE

Corner House,
Canal/Queen Street

SALISBURY
ii 22984
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CONTROLIN

Fl

Stunt mode
file

it
type fuselage, specially designed

c.c.for engines under I

die-cut parts, Wingspan 20 in.

Kit contains

24 3

TALON
Combat design of considerable strength.

Easy and quick to build. A fully aero-

batic model that is great fun to fly.

For 2.5 to 3,5 c.c. engines*

Wingspan 32 in.

RADIAN
with coupled wing flaps and elevators.

For .049 motors. Kit contents include

37/3

die-cut parts,

U/C, formed
Wingspan 22 in

stunt tank,

canopy all hardware.

25/11

RUBBER POWERED MODELS

COMPETITOR
A well established KK favourite.

Famous for many years on account

of its superb performance even in

the hands of the newcomer to the

hobby, Wingspan 30*.

The pi

made it

the

ing lines of this model have

one of the most popular in

KK range. Wingspan 32".

Ultra simple assembly
methods go to make this

design the easiest-to-

build large duration
model ever kitted.Wing-
span 40".

HAN
FIRST PRINT SOLD OUT!

inner s

model. Simple,

f ¥

trim. 30 in, span 9/2

SECOND RE
PRINT NOW
AVAILABLE
AT YOUR
MODEL
Price 2/6

SHOP

Or direct from

E. KEIL& CO. LTD., WICKFORD
2/6 plus 9d. postage.

beautifully clean-cut
of this 51-inch span contest

sailplane will appeal to all

enthusiasts. The kit contains ample
highest quality materials, including

die-cut parts for easy building. 24 9

Printed in Great Britain by Electrical Press Ltd.. Maidenhead, Berks,, for the Proprietors, Model & Allied

Publications Ltd., n/3S Bridge Street, Hcmcl Hempstead, Herts. Published by the Argus Press Ltd;

12/i8 Paul Street, London, E.C.2. to whom all trade enquiries should be addressed.

Registered for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada.



Model No. 157 B MW 2000 Tiiu*

f

No 131 JAGUAR E TYPE 2 + 2

Have your own high speed 'E' type and
leave your friends standing Thts model has
opening doors, bonnet and rear window
Wire wheels, wing mirrors, aerial and engine
all shining sifver.

Go fast, get mobile for 12/1

1

Wo. 157 BMW 2000 TILUX

Real flashing indicators, operated by you.
powered by battery. Turn the wheel, use the
suspension and watch this luxury mod<
flash right round the corner. Set the pace
for your friends. Only 1 2/1

1

No. 187 OE TOMASO-MANGUSTA
Own a facing driver's dream car. An accurate
rear-engined model with lift-up see through
inspection covers, Luggage goes under the
bonnet,

Get this really powerful car iui 9/1

1

No- 152 ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM V
LIMOUSINE

The shining paintwork and suspension on
this mode! are just like the real thing. You
can open all four doors, boot and bonnet,
great for showing your friends its powerful
engine Own a gleaming Rolls-Royce com
plete with chauffeur. For

.

14/11

leaders go for

the tough, action-packed models


